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Re´sume´
Cette e´tude concerne l’influence de la ge´ome´trie du bord de fuite d’un hydrofoil sur
la re´duction des vibrations dues au de´tachement tourbillonnaire dans le sillage. Cela
conduira a` une meilleure description des phe´nome`nes physiques re´duisant les vibrations
lors de l’utilisation d’un bord de fuite oblique ou de type Donaldson par rapport a` un bord
de fuite tronque´ droit. Pour cela, des hydrofoils Naca 0009 avec un bord de fuite oblique ou
de Donaldson sont teste´s a` hautes vitesses et angle d’incidence nul, dans la veine d’essais
du tunnel de cavitation a` grande vitesse de l’EPFL-Laboratoire de Machines Hydrauliques.
L’hydrofoil avec le bord de fuite tronque´ fait office de re´fe´rence dans la caracte´risation des
autres profils. Les moyens expe´rimentaux comprennent un vibrome`tre laser, des mesures
de vitesse par laser Doppler (LDV) et par images de particules (PIV), ainsi qu’une came´ra
digitale a` haute vitesse. La de´composition orthogonale en modes propres (POD) est
utilise´e pour extraire les structures cohe´rentes des donne´es obtenues par PIV. De plus, les
effets d’un de´clenchement de couche limite turbulente sur les caracte´ristiques du sillage
sont e´tudie´s et compare´s avec une transition de couche limite naturelle.
Une diminution significative des vibrations est constate´e dans les cas des bords de fuite
obliques et de Donaldson en comparaison avec le cas tronque´; un minimum est atteint
pour un bord de fuite de Donaldson. Les vide´os a` hautes vitesses montrent clairement
que, pour les trois hydrofoils teste´s, les tourbillons se de´tachent alternativement du coˆte´
haute et basse pression du bord de fuite. Toutefois, pour le profil avec un bord de fuite
oblique ou de Donaldson, le point de se´paration du tourbillon infe´rieur est distinctement
de´place´ en amont par rapport au tourbillon supe´rieur. Cette particularite´ ame`ne le point
d’enroulement du tourbillon supe´rieur a` co¨ıncider avec le passage du tourbillon infe´rieur,
ce qui entraˆıne leur collision. Cette forte interaction conduit a` une redistribution de la
vorticite´, qui ne se concentre alors plus dans le coeur des tourbillons de Karman. Le
de´phasage spatial entre le point de se´paration du tourbillon supe´rieur et infe´rieur est
cependant diffe´rent dans le cas du bord de fuite oblique et de Donaldson, duˆ a` la liberte´
qu’a l’e´coulement pour se se´parer du profil avec ce dernier.
Des mesures LDV moyenne´es sur la phase des oscillations en condition de lock-in ont
e´te´ re´alise´es pour les profils au bord de fuite tronque´ droit, oblique et de Donaldson.
Le bord de fuite tronque´ droit pre´sente un sillage syme´trique alors que, dans le cas des
bords de fuite obliques et de type Donaldson, un e´paississement asyme´trique du sillage est
observe´. Dans le cas du bord de fuite tronque´ droit, les tourbillons supe´rieurs et infe´rieurs
ont le meˆme diame`tre, tandis qu’avec un bord de fuite oblique, le vortex infe´rieur pre´sente
un diame`tre plus important que son homologue supe´rieur. Dans le cas du bord de fuite
de Donaldson, les mesures LDV moyenne´es sur la phase des oscillations sont effectue´es
avec une couche limite turbulente de´clenche´e, afin d’avoir une amplitude suffisante pour
de´tecter ladite phase. Les mesures montrent le passage d’un tourbillon dans le sillage
proche apre`s la collision, contrairement au cas d’un bord de fuite oblique. Cependant,
le passage des deux tourbillons, correspondants aux tourbillons supe´rieurs et infe´rieurs,
se trouve loin du bord de fuite avec l’utilisation d’une coupe de Donaldson. Les mesures
LDV montrent que la collision des tourbillons observe´e lors du lock-in vaut e´galement en
condition de lock-off pour les profils ayant un bord de fuite oblique ou de Donalson.
La comparaison des profils de vitesse dans la zone de formation des tourbillons montre
qu’avec la coupe de Donaldson, la largeur du sillage augmente conside´rablement par
rapport aux deux autres types de bord de fuite. Le minimum de fluctuation de vitesse
est d’ailleurs obtenu pour un bord de fuite de Donaldson. La similarite´ des re´sultats
obtenus en condition de lock-in et de lock-off indique que la collision entre les tourbillons
supe´rieurs et infe´rieurs, bien visible lors du lock-in, se produit e´galement en condition de
lock-off.
Cette collision entre les tourbillons supe´rieurs et infe´rieurs est e´galement observe´e pour
une couche limite turbulente, a` la diffe´rence que le diame`tre du tourbillon est plus grand
et que la fre´quence de laˆche´ est plus petite que dans le cas d’une transition de couche
limite naturelle.
Ces observations nous incitent a` croire que la collision entre les tourbillons supe´rieurs et
infe´rieurs, ainsi que la redistribution de vorticite´ qui en re´sulte, est la principale raison de
la re´duction des vibrations obtenue avec les bords de fuite obliques et de type Donaldson.
Ce re´sultat ouvre la voie a` d’avantage d’optimisation de la ge´ome´trie des hydrofoils pour
une nouvelle re´duction des vibrations.
Mots-cle´s: Alle´e tourbillonnaire de von Ka´rma´n, cavitation, couche limite, de´tache-
ment tourbillonnaire, lock-in, lock-off, re´sonance, sillage, transition de couche limite, vi-
bration
Abstract
In the present study, the effect of a hydrofoil trailing edge shape on the wake dynamic
and its interaction with the mechanical structure is investigated. This would help better
describe the physical reasons for vibration reduction when using oblique and Donaldson
trailing edges in comparison to a truncated trailing edge and subsequently allow its further
optimization. Thus, hydrofoils with oblique and Donaldson trailing edges are tested in a
high-speed cavitation tunnel at zero angle of attack and high Reynolds numbers, ReL = 5·
105−3·106. The truncated trailing edge hydrofoil is selected as reference. A velocity survey
is performed via Laser Doppler Velocimetery, LDV, and Particle Image Velocimetry, PIV.
Proper-Orthogonal-Decomposition, POD, is used to extract coherent structures from PIV
data. In addition, flow induced vibration measurements and high-speed visualizations are
performed. Finally, the effects of a tripped boundary layer transition on the wake are
investigated and compared with the natural boundary layer transition.
Vortex-induced vibration is found to decrease significantly for oblique and Donaldson
trailing edges in comparison to the truncated case, specially under lock-off condition.
However, minimum vibration corresponds to the Donaldson trailing edge. The high-
speed videos clearly show that for three tested hydrofoils the alternate vortices clearly
detach from suction and pressure sides of the trailing edge. However, for the oblique and
Donaldson trailing edges the location of the lower vortex detachment is obviously shifted
upstream with respect to the upper one. As a result, when the upper vortex rolls up,
it coincides with the passage of the lower vortex, leading to their collision. This strong
interaction leads to a redistribution of the vorticity, which does not concentrate within
the core of Karman vortices any more. However, the spatial phase shift between the
separation point of the upper and the lower vortices is different in the case of oblique
and Donaldson trailing edges due to the being free the separation point on the Donaldson
curve.
LDV phase-locked averaging under lock-in condition is performed for truncated, oblique
and Donaldson trailing edges. The truncated trailing edge exhibits a symmetric wake.
However, in the case of the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges, an asymmetric thicken-
ing of the downward near wake is observed. The stream wise velocity fluctuation shows
two peaks of different amplitudes. In the case of the truncated trailing edge, the upper
and lower vortices have the same core diameter, contrary to the oblique trailing edge,
where a larger vortex core diameter is found for the lower vortex. In the case of Donald-
son trailing edge, the LDV phase-locked averaging is performed for the tripped transition
where the vibration amplitude is high enough to perform the phase-locked average. The
measurements show the passage of one vortex after the collision in the near wake contrary
to the oblique one. However, the passage of two vortices corresponding to the upper and
lower vortex is found far from the Donaldson trailing edge.
LDV measurements show that the collision of the vortices for the oblique trailing
edge, observed under lock-in conditions, also prevails for the lock-off condition in the
case of oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. The velocity profile comparison at the
vortex formation length for three trailing edges shows that in the case of the Donaldson
trailing edge, the wake width increases significantly in comparison to two other trailing
edges. Moreover, the minimum stream wise and transverse velocity fluctuation profiles
obtained for the three trailing edges correspond to the Donaldson trailing edge. The
strong similarity of results obtained for lock-in and lock-off conditions indicates that the
collision between upper and lower vortices, clearly observed under lock-in, also occurs for
lock-off condition.
A thicker boundary layer with laminar-to-turbulent transition occurring further up-
stream is observed for the pressure side of the Donaldson trailing edge in comparison
with the suction side. In contrast to the truncated trailing edge, both sides have a similar
boundary layer structure and a similar transition location. Moreover, a thicker boundary
layer is found for the Donaldson trailing edge in comparison to the truncated case.
The collision between upper and lower vortices is also observed in the case of a tripped
transition. However, the vortices are shed with a larger core diameter, greater strength,
and lower frequency than for the natural transition.
These investigations let us believe that the the collision between upper and lower
vortices and the resulting vorticity redistribution is the main reason for the vibration
reduction obtained with oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. This result opens the way
for more effective hydrofoil geometry optimization for further reduction of flow induced
vibration.
Keywords: Vortex-induced vibration, vortex shedding, wake, boundary layer, bound-
ary layer tripping, trailing edge geometry, lock-in, lock-off
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Notations
Latin
as Stream-wise inter-vortex spacing [m]
bs Cross-stream inter-vortex spacing [m]
fs Vortex shedding frequency [Hz]
fn Hydrofoil natural frequency [Hz]
lf Vortex formation region length [m]
h Hydrofoil thickness [m]
ht Hydrofoil trailing edge thickness [m]
pref Static pressure at the test section inlet [Pa]
pv Saturation vapor pressure [Pa]
t Time [s]
yf Wake width [m]
B Hydrofoil span [m]
L Hydrofoil chord [m]
Cref Velocity at the test section inlet, free-stream velocity [m/s]
Cxmean Mean stream-wise velocity [m/s]
Cymean Mean transverse velocity [m/s]
Cxstdv Fluctuating stream-wise velocity [m/s]
Cystdv Fluctuating transverse velocity [m/s]
Greek
α Hydrofoil angle of attack [˚ ]
δ Boundary-layer thickness [m]
δ1 Boundary-layer displacement thickness [m]
δ2 Boundary-layer momentum thickness [m]
ηi Transit time weighting factor [-]
Γ Vortex strength [m2/s]
Subscripts
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xvi NOTATIONS
crit Turbulent boundary-layer transition location quantity
max Maximum quantity
min Minimum quantity
mean Mean quantity
n Eigen quantity
ref Free-stream quantity
stdv Standard deviation quantity
s Vortex shedding quantity
x, y, z Referred to cartesian directions
Dimensionless Numbers
Reh Reynolds number Reh =
Crefh
ν
[-]
St Strouhal number St =
fsh
Cref
[-]
σ Cavitation number σ =
pref − pv
1
2
ρC2ref
[-]
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Acronyms
EPFL Ecole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne
LMH Laboratoire de Machines Hydrauliques
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
LDV Laser Doppler Velocimetry
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
VIV Vortex-Induced Vibration
POD Proper-Orthogonal-Decomposition
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Chapter 1
Problem overview
Beyond a certain value of Reynolds number, hydrodynamic instabilities develop in the
wake of a bluff body leads to a periodic and alternate vortex shedding. The issue of vortex-
induced vibration due to this vortex shedding phenomenon is a major problem in different
domains such as hydraulic machinery, e.g. vortex shedding from stay vanes and guide
vanes of a hydraulic machine, Figure 1.1. As a result, the fluctuating force transverse to
the flow may lead to excessive vibrations. The structural vibration amplitude is amplified
when the vortex shedding frequency coincides with one of the natural frequencies of the
structure. As a result, the structure can control the vortex shedding and synchronize its
frequency with the structure motion frequency for a wide range of free-stream velocities,
producing what is known as the lock-in phenomenon. Under this condition, fatigue failure
of the structure and premature cracks may be provoked in the hydraulic machines.
1 2  
3 
4 
5 
Figure 1.1: Components of a Pump-Turbine model test. 1. Spiral case, 2. Stay vanes, 3.
Guide vanes, 4. Runner and 5. Diffuser
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1.1 Flow past a bluff body
Formation of vortex streets is observed in the wake of bluff bodies over a wide range
of Reynolds numbers. Consequently, the vortex shedding past a bluff body has been the
main point of interest for many works, studying the physics of vortex street formation
and vortex shedding regimes for different Reynolds numbers.
1.1.1 Vortex shedding and wake
The formation process of alternate vortices has been studied by many authors such as
Roshko [64], Gerrard [25], Bearman [8], Griffin [32], and Williamson [82]. The interaction
between two separating shear layers is the origin of vortex street formation. Once the
vortex is generated, it grows and is fed by circulation from its connected shear layer. As
the vortex becomes strong enough, it draws the opposing shear layer across the near wake.
As a result, further circulation to the growing vortex is cut off by vorticity of opposite sign
and the vortex is then shed downstream. Entrainment plays an important role in vortex
formation. It is partly entrained into the growing vortex, a, entrained into the separated
shear layer, b, and partly canceled in the next half of the shedding cycle, c, Figure 1.2.
C
ref
a 
b 
c 
Figure 1.2: Vortex-formation model showing entrainment flows, Gerrard [25]
Several definitions have been proposed to determine the vortex formation length in the
stream wise direction, Griffen [32]. The position of the maximum stream wise velocity
fluctuation off or on the wake center line is commonly used as the vortex formation
length, Lf , as observed in Figure 1.3, Bearman [6]. The stream wise velocity fluctuation
peak becomes sharper off the wake centerline. The velocity fluctuation peak off the wake
centerline appears at the same location along the wake as on the wake centerline. If the
scale of the formation region is reduced, the vortex shedding frequency increases due to
the shear layers coming closer together, Roshko [64]. As a result, the interaction between
the shear layers is facilitated and the periodic time is reduced. Another major effect
on the vortex shedding frequency is the thickness of the shear layer when it reaches the
region of strong interaction at the end of the formation region, Gerrard [25]. Ausoni
[3] performed an experimental investigation on turbulent vortex shedding from a blunt
trailing edge hydrofoil. He found that as the Reynolds number increases, the vortex
EPFL - Laboratory for Hydraulic Machines
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formation length and the position of the maximum stream wise fluctuations off the wake
centerline decreases. In addition, a symmetric mean stream wise and velocity fluctuation
profile in the wake is observed for different Reynolds numbers. The maximum stream wise
velocity fluctuation is found at core edges of the vortices farthest from the centerline.
However, maximum transverse velocity fluctuation is observed on the wake centerline.
Velocity survey along the wake shows that the wake width increases contrast with velocity
deficit. The evolution of the Reynolds number versus vortex strength shows an increase
in the vortex strength with Reynolds number.
as
bs
Lf
yf
max(Cx STDV)
Cx MEAN(y)
Vortex formation length
Figure 1.3: Vortex structure in the wake of a hydrofoil, Blake [13]
1.1.2 Vortex street stability
The first theory on stability of a vortex street was proposed by von Ka`rma`n [76],
who stated that two parallel rows of isolated, equal, point vortices in a non-viscous fluid
is stable if the vortex arrangement is asymmetrical and the ratio between lateral and
longitudinal spacing between vortices, bs
as
, is equal to 0.28. The sketch of a Ka`rma`n
vortex street is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Lamb [46] has shown that the symmetrical
double row is unstable for all values of the ratio bs
as
. Rosenhead [62] studied the stability
of a double row of vortices with arbitrary stagger, bs
as
. He stated that the only system of
double rows with arbitrary stagger is Karman sreet of vortices that the stability ratio is
bs
as
=0.28.
UKarman
bs
as
Figure 1.4: Karman vortex street
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where the velocity of vortex is given as
UKarman =
Γ
2as
. tanh
pi.bs
as
(1.1)
Different experiments have been carried out to verify von Karman’s spacing prediction,
[63] and [22]. In all of the experimental work, the spacing ratio, bs
as
, was found larger
than Karman’s spacing ratio, bs
as
=0.28. Hooker [38] studied the effect of viscosity on
increasing the spacing ratio of a vortex street. The distance between consecutive vortices
remains constant for any given street and the spacing ratio increases due to an increase
in transverse spacing between vortices, bs. It is due to the action of viscosity in causing
the diffusion and decay of an isolated line vortex.
1.1.3 Overview of regimes
The overview of flow regimes in the case of a cylinder are presented by different authors
such as Roshko [64], Lienhard [47], and Williamson [80]. The vortex shedding regimes
behind a cylinder are defined for different ranges of Reynolds numbers given as
Red =
CrefD
ν
(1.2)
where Cref is the free-stream velocity, D is the cylinder diameter and ν is the kine-
matic viscosity. The first overview of flow regimes based on measurements of velocity
fluctuation, spectra and frequency is reported by Roshko [64]. Three main regimes are
defined: 1)stable, periodic, laminar vortex shedding for Red = 40–150, 2)transition regime
for Red = 150–300 and finally 3)irregular regime for Red = 300–10000 and higher. Sim-
ilar regimes were confirmed by Bloor [14]. The overview of flow regimes across circular
cylinder, proposed by Lienhard [47], are presented in Figure 1.5.
Lienhard [47] presented the flow regimes on the basis of the work of Marris [51],
Kovasznay [45], Tritton [75], Schaeffer and Eskinazi [66] and Roshko [64]. The description
of the regimes is as follows:
Red < 5
The flow is unseparated and no vortices are formed for this regime.
Regime for 5 to 15 < Red < 40
A steady recirculation region of two symmetrically placed vortices on each side of the
wake is observed for this flow regime. Their length grows as Reynolds number increases
[69], [25].
Regime for 40 < Red < 150
In this regime, the vortex street is laminar. The instabilities are developed, con-
sequently the stretched and elongated vortices become unstable and the first periodic
vortices begin.
Regime for 150 < Red < 300 and 300 < Red < 3 · 105
A laminar to turbulent transition begins in the free vortex layers leaving the cylinder
for 150 < Red < 300 when the Reynolds number increases. The vortex street becomes
fully turbulent for 300 < Red < 3 · 105.
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Regime for 3 · 105 < Red < 3.5 · 106
As the laminar to turbulent transition occurs in the boundary layer on the cylinder,
disorganization is observed in the wake.
Regime for 3.5 · 106 < Red <∞
As the Reynolds number increases, the boundary layer laminar to turbulent transition
moves upstream and boundary layer and a fully turbulent wake reestablished. In this
regime a periodic vortex shedding is observed.
Figure 1.5: Regimes of fluid flow across circular cylinder, Lienhard [47]
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1.2 Flow-induced vibration
A bluff body placed in a flow experiences a fluctuating force (transverse of the flow) due
to the asymmetric formation of the vortices which can be a reason of structure vibration.
Studying the vibration of a structure due to the vortex shedding is of interest in different
fields. Different discussions of vortex-induced vibration are presented in the reviews of
Rockwell [61], Sarpkaya [65], Griffen [31], Bearman [8], Williamson [81] and in a book
chapter by Naudasher and Rockwell [54].
1.2.1 Lock-in
The coincidence of the vortex shedding frequency with the natural frequency of the
structure over a range of velocity is called lock-in and it is one of the fundamental features
of the flow-induced vibration. Lock-in leads to more organized wake structures and the
curved vorticity lines turn into straight lines parallel to the trailing edge, leading to an
increase of the fluctuating lift amplitude, Gilbert [26]. Subsequently, a significant increase
of vibration amplitude is revealed under lock-in condition. The vortex formation region
length decreases under lock-in condition, Kim [42]. In the resonant condition, the base
suction increases in comparison to the stationary cylinder. As a result, drag increases
greatly. Bearman [8] noted that the range of velocity versus the vortex-shedding frequency
which is locked to the bluff body eigen frequency is dependent on oscillation amplitude.
The larger the amplitude, the larger the range of the velocity. Time-averaged velocity
profiles under lock-in and lock-off conditions were compared by Ausoni [3]. The maximum
stream wise velocity is higher for lock-in in comparison to lock-off condition due to the
traverse motion of the trailing edge for lock-in which thickens the wake. A higher vortex
strength is found for lock-in as compared to the lock-off condition, in agreement with the
work of Davies [16]. It is also known that the range of flow velocity leading to lock-in
condition is strongly dependent on the vibration mode shape of the hydrofoil, Ausoni [3].
Certain wake flow patterns can be induced by body motion, such as the 2S mode like
Karman street where 2 single vortices are formed per cycle, and the 2P mode where 2
vortex pairs are formed in each cycle of body motion. In addition, the P + S mode is
formed only in the case of a forced vibration. The map of vortex synchronization regions
for a cylinder in the wavelength-amplitude plane was presented by Williamson [82], Figure
1.6. The amplitude and wavelength ratio is introduced as the following ratios:
Amplituderatio =
A
D
(1.3)
Wavelengthratio =
Cref .Te
D
=
λ
D
(1.4)
where Cref is reference velocity, D is the cylinder diameter, Te is the period of cylinder
oscillation in transverse y-direction, A is the oscillating amplitude and λ is wavelength of
the corresponding sine wave trajectory along which the body travels relative to the fluid.
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The lock-in occurs at λ
D
= 5 where two vortices are formed each cycle and 2S mode
is found. In the case of λ
D
< 5 and λ
D
> 5, 2S and 2P patterns respectively are observed,
Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: Map of vortex synchronization patterns near the fundamental lock-in region,
Williamson [82]
1.2.2 Strouhal number
The shedding frequency of a cylinder is commonly given in terms of the Strouhal
number, St, Equation (1.6).
St =
fsD
Cref
(1.5)
where fs is the vortex shedding frequency, D is the cylinder diameter, and Cref is the free
stream velocity. Reynolds number has an effect on the Strouhal number. The evolution
of the cylinder Stouhal number versus Reynolds number is presented in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Strouhal number of vortex shedding from a smooth cylinder [54]
The frequency of vortex formation behind a cylinder my be described as a Equation
1.6 that is only a function of the Reynolds number. However, in the case of lifting surfaces
the effect of viscous boundary layer on the surface and the geometry of the trailing edge
should be considered. The definitions of the Strouhal number for various surface edge
geometry are presented by Blake [13]. For instance, in the case of blunt trailing edge the
strouhal number can be presented as follow:
St =
fs.(ht + 2δ)
Cref
(1.6)
where δ is the boundary layer thickness and ht is the hydrofoil trailing edge thickness.
1.3 Wake flow control
Since the vortex-induced vibration can be the reason for damage in different engineer-
ing structures, a number of studies attempted to control the wake behind structures, refer
to Gummer [33] for a extended review.
1.3.1 Control of flow-induced vibration
-Basic design criteria
One way to control the instability-induced excitation is to have a good design strategy.
The best one is to avoid excitation altogether by modifying the system’s geometry, its
dynamic characteristics, or its operating conditions. As a result, neither the structure or
structural part nor the fluid oscillator is excited to undergo resonant vibrations.
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-Concepts of fluid-dynamic attenuation/control of vortex shedding
The control of the vortex shedding to reduce the vibration is presented through the
following methods:
a)Trailing edge geometry modification
Trailing edge geometry modification in the case of the elongated bodies such as vanes,
blades, and plates reduces vortex-induced excitation considerably. The effect of the trail-
ing edge shape on the vortex-induced vibration of plates has been investigated by different
authors such as Donaldson [17], Heskestad [37], Toebes [72] and Blake [13]. The summary
of these studies is illustrated in the Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Trailing edge shapes investigated and their relative amplitude of vibration,
Blake [13]
Donaldson [17] performed systematic measurements of flow-induced vibration in Francis-
turbine runners having different trailing edge shapes, Figure 1.8.
It was found that none of the trailing edge shape modifications changed the frequency
of the exciting forces. The vibration amplitude of different trailing edges versus velocity
and also the percentage amplitude in relation to the blunt trailing edge is presented in
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Figure 1.8: Trailing edge shape, Donaldson [17]
Figure 1.9. Minimum vibration in comparison to the blunt trailing edge was found for
the trailing edge numbers 8, 9, 10.
The vortex shedding from a cambered hydrofoil with beveled trailing edge with angles
of 44˚ and 56˚ at high Reynolds number was studied by Dwayne [21]. He noted that the
turbulent fluctuations in the near wake depend on the Reynolds number due to the Re-
dependence of separating boundary layers on both sides of the hydrofoil, interacting to
form the near wake. In addition, the trailing edge geometry has an effect on the relative
strength of the vortex shedding. The ticker or blunter trailing edge produces stronger
vortex shedding. Moreover, the boundary layer is separated at the beveled side of the
trailing edge and asymmetric vortex shedding is found. Mosallem [52] investigated the
characteristics of the flow past beveled trailing edges attached to the flat plates with angles
of 27˚ and 60˚ . The results display an asymmetric wake behind the 27˚ beveled trailing
edge contrary to the 60˚ case where a symmetric wake is observed. Greenway [29] studied
the effect of beveled trailing edge on vortex shedding and vibration using a wind tunnel.
It was found that the beveled trailing edge suppressed the vortex excited vibration due to
the rapid decay of the vortex resulting from an asymmetric circulation distribution in the
vortex formation region. He performed the measurement for different trailing edge angles
between 20˚ and 90˚ . As the trailing edge angle decreases, the vortex strength becomes
smaller. In addition, the vortices shed from the suction side are stronger than those from
the pressure side.
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Figure 1.9: Vibration amplitude of various trailing edge shapes, Donaldson [17]
In the domain of hydraulic machine, fatigue cracks in stay vanes have occurred in
several hydro power stations over the years, [33], [48], and [27]. Two basic principles
are known to solve the problem, Grein [30]. The first is to modify the trailing edge to
reduce the vibration excitation and the second is to alter the natural frequency of the
stay vanes. A comprehensive review of stay vane cracking in hydraulic turbine has been
presented by Gummer [33]. The stay vane failure in the NKula Falls hydro power plant
was resolved by modification of trailing edge as reported by Fisher [24]. Lockey [49]
noted the vortex-induced vibration reduction in Ontario power generation by modifying
the original trailing edge of stay vane to a V-shaped trailing edge. The same modification
was also reported for Little Long Generation station north of Toronto by Goldwag [27].
b)Dephased separation (spanwise) and 3-D disturbance
Spanwise dephasing along a bluff body can enhance the regularity of vortex shedding.
Staggered separation wires along a stationary circular cylinder in the critical regime,
1.3 ·105 < Red < 3.5 ·106 can be used to provide a spanwise dephasing, Figure 1.10a. The
dephased separation from a blunt trailing edge wing (or a plate) is presented in Figure
1.10b. A reduction in base drag is found as a side benefit of this measure, Tanner [71]
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(a) (b)
Streamwise
vortices
Figure 1.10: (a)Staggered separation wires on a stationary circular cylinder create strong
three-dimensional disturbances, (b)Stepped trailing edge of a vane generates dephased
separation with stream wise vorticity, [71]
c)Instability inhibition via shear-layer reattachment
Splitter plate either touching the cylindrical body or placed downstream is one of the
earliest techniques for reducing vortex excitation. A splitter plate can significantly affect
the drag and Strouhal number of vortex shedding, [25] and [64].
d)Instability inhibition via fluid injection
Another means of affecting the near wake region is to bleed fluid from the interior
of the body into the wake, [7] and [83], as presented in Figure 1.11 where the V is the
upstream velocity and Vi is the jet velocity.
Mixing region
Figure 1.11: Cylindrical body bleeding fluid from the interior , [83]
Different other methods are proposed to control the wake. For instance, Bearman
and Owen [9] changed the front stagnation face of a rectangular cylinder with span wise
waviness to suppress vortex shedding. They could not achieve any drag reduction by
installing the span wise waviness on a the rear surface of the rectangular cylinder because
separation occurred at the front edge. Park [57] used small-sized tabs, mounted on part
of the upper and lower trailing edges of a bluff body to attenuate vortex shedding and
reduce drag. The height, width and span wise spacing between the adjacent tabs were
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considered as main parameters for the measurement. Drag was reduced by attaching
this simple device to the trailing edge. Moreover, the vortices shed from the upper and
lower trailing edges lost their 2D nature due to tabs and vortex dislocation occurred. The
ka`rma`n vortex shedding completely disappeared at low Reynolds number right behind
the bluff body but to a lesser extent at further downstream locations. Other methods can
be identified such as thin splitter plate, Hwang [39], Ozono [56]; rotary oscillations of a
bluff body, Konstantinidis [44]; blowing and suction, Cadot [17]; geometry modification
in the span-wise direction near the separation point such as a segmented trailing-edge,
Rodriguez [18]; and wavy trailing-edge, Tombazis [74].
1.4 Boundary layer
It is well known that the vortex street is strongly related directly to the state of
boundary layer along the hydrofoil. Consequently, the boundary layer is studied in this
section.
1.4.1 Boundary layer definition
In viscous flows, a thin boundary layer appears close the surface of a body with a
zero relative flow velocity right at the surface. The velocity in the boundary layer slowly
increases until it reaches the outer flow velocity, Schlichting [67].
Figure 1.12: Boundary layer velocity profile
The distance required for the flow to nearly reach flow stream velocity is defined as
the boundary layer thickness. In the case of a flat plate this distance is estimated to
be from the body surface to 99% of free stream velocity. However, other definitions are
presented for the boundary layer thickness such as displacement thickness and momentum
thickness.
The displacement thickness is defined by considering the total mass flow through the
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boundary layer as follow:
δ1 =
δ∫
0
(
1− Cx
Cref
)
dy (1.7)
The momentum thickness is defined by the following equation:
δ2 =
δ∫
0
(
1− Cx
Cref
)
Cx
Cref
dy (1.8)
The form factor H12, defined as the ratio of the boundary-layer displacement thickness,
δ1, and its momentum thickness, δ2, reveals accordingly to theoretical velocity profiles the
type of boundary-layer flow, i.e. laminar, transitional or turbulent.
H12 =
δ1
δ2
(1.9)
Wall shear stress is defined according to the Newton’s law of friction [67]
τ(x) = µ
(
∂Cx
∂y
)
(1.10)
The boundary layer develops along the surface generally passing through three flow
regimes, laminar flow, laminar-to-turbulent transition flow, and turbulent flow, as pre-
sented in Figure 1.13.
Figure 1.13: Different flow regimes on a airfoil (Courtesy of NASA)
1.4.2 Laminar boundary layer
In this flow regime, the flow moves in smooth layers and little mixing is observed. As
a result, the velocity gradient is small and shear stress is low. As the distance along the
surface increases the boundary layer thickness increases.
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1.4.3 Laminar-to-turbulent transition boundary layer
Laminar-to-turbulent transition occurs at a critical Reynolds number, Re = Recrit,
which is defined as follow:
Recrit =
Crefxcrit
ν
(1.11)
where the x = xcrit is the critical distance from the leading edge.
The surface roughness has a effect on the critical Reynolds number. The schematic of
surface roughness is illustrated in Figure 1.14., Kachanov [40]
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5
Le
Lm=5Le
y
x
Figure 1.14: Definition of the surface roughness parameters, [3]
The surface roughness is defined as following equation:
RaDIN =
1
Lm
∫ Lm
0
|y|dx , RzDIN =
1
5
(z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 + z5) (1.12)
A surface is considered as a smooth surface if the following criterion is satisfied:
CrefRzDIN
ν
< 100 (1.13)
Laminar to turbulent transition in a boundary layer comprises three main stages,
a)receptivity, b)linear stability and c)nonlinear breakdown as presented in Figure 1.15.,
Kachanov [40]. In the receptivity stage, instability waves, called Tollmien-Schlichting
waves are generated. The problem of generating these waves by perturbations is referred
to as the problem of boundary layer receptivity to external disturbances. In the linear
stability stage of transition, the propagation of small-amplitude instability waves down-
stream of the boundary layer is observed. They are either amplified, if the flow is unstable,
or attenuated. The flow enters a phase of nonlinear breakdown, randomization and a final
transition into the turbulent state. As the amplitudes of instability waves reach consid-
erable values, the flow is transformed from a regular two-dimensional laminar flow into a
stochastic and three-dimensional turbulent flow.
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Figure 1.15: Sketch of the process of turbulent onset in a boundary layer, [40]
Different studies on the boundary layer have been performed, Benney [11], Klebanoff
[43], Tani [70], and Herbert [35]. The characteristics of finite-amplitude Tollmien-Schlichting,
TS, waves have been studied by Itoh [53], Herber [34], Fasel [23] and Tollmien [73]. No re-
markable effect of non-linearity on disturbance growth or velocity distribution is observed
at low amplitudes of TS. In addition, from a qualitative point of view, the most signifi-
cant effect of TS waves is the breakup of the uniform flow in the stream wise direction.
The studies of Kerho [41] show that the turbulence intensity begins to increase rapidly in
the boundary layer as transition occurs. The maximum value for turbulence intensity is
observed at transition; however this value decreases after transition. Low value of turbu-
lence intensity is also observed for the laminar boundary layer. However, the turbulence
intensity at the leading edge is higher than at other sections of the laminar boundary
layer. Moreover, the turbulence intensity level in the transition region decreases with
Reynolds number and the transition location moves towards the leading edge. According
to the work of Ausoni [3], as the Reynolds number increases, the location of transition
on a hydrofoil moves upstream to the leading edge and an increase in the boundary layer
thickness is observed. In addition, the boundary layer thickness increases slightly with
the distance from the leading edge until a transition region, where a significant increase
of the boundary layer thickness is found.
The effect of leading edge roughness on the boundary layer and transition was studied
by Kerho [41] and Dryden [18]. The roughness triggered the transition at an airfoil leading
edge. Ausoni [3], [4] reports that the the tripped transition increases the boundary layer
thickness in comparison to the natural transition for a truncated trailing edge hydrofoil.
Moreover, as the Reynolds number increases, the boundary layer thickness is reduced
contrary to the natural transition. On the other hand, the vortex shedding frequency de-
creases with tripped transition. However, the vibration level rises significantly due to an
increase in vortex span wise organization, and increases in vortex strength or a combina-
tion of both. The effects of surface roughness on the wake of a symmetric airfoil have been
studied by Zhang [84]. By introducing the roughness on the profile the boundary layer
thickness, mixing and turbulent transport increase. As the flow is advected downstream,
turbulent diffusion within the wakes becomes higher. In addition, the wake width, mean
velocity deficit, and turbulence intensity levels all increase at each location in the wake
region. Moreover, the airfoil surface roughness generally decreases the vortex shedding
frequency due to thickened boundary layer.
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1.4.4 Turbulent boundary layer
The flow regime in the boundary layer with unsteady mixing due to eddies of different
scales is denoted as turbulent boundary layer. Since in this flow regime more mixing
occurs in comparison to the laminar boundary layer, the gradient near the wall is greater.
Consequently, an increase in shear stress at the wall, a fuller velocity profile and a greater
boundary layer thickness are observed in comparison to the laminar boundary layer. The
turbulent boundary layer velocity structure is divided in three main regions, Figure 1.16.
Figure 1.16: Turbulent boundary layer velocity profile structure, [79]
The dimensionless velocity C+x and distance y
+ are defined:
C+x =
Cx
Cx τ
, y+ =
Cx τ y
ν
(1.14)
where τw is wall shear stress and Cx τ is a friction velocity which is defined as:
Cx τ =
√
τw
ρ
(1.15)
The viscous sublayer region is a very thin region next to the wall. A linear relationship
between the velocity and distance near the wall, y+ < 5, is found, Equation 1.16.
C+x = y
+ (1.16)
The log-law layer is usually defined between y+ > 30 and y = 0.1δ, [59]. The logarith-
mical relationship between C+x and y
+ is defined as:
C+x =
1
K
ln y+ + c (1.17)
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where K is the Ka´rma´n constant and c is a constant depending on surface roughness.
Their values are K = 0.40 to 0.42 and c = 5.0 to 5.2 for smooth surface. The value of c
for rough surface is presented as the following equation, [3].
c = 8.0− 1
K
ln k+s (1.18)
The region between the viscous sublayer, y+ < 5, and the log-law region, y+ > 30, is
called the buffer layer, [59].
1.4.5 Boundary layer separation
Flow momentum is low inside the boundary layer due to a strong viscous effect. Con-
sequently, the pressure gradient has an effect on the boundary layer flow. As the pressure
gradient becomes positive at the point where the shear layer value reaches zero, the flow
separate from the surface. Flow separation can be explained with a geometrical argument
about the second derivative of velocity at the wall, [78]. The Prandtl’s boundary layer
equation is written as:
u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
= −1
ρ
dP
dx
+ ν
∂2u
∂y2
(1.19)
As u=v=0 at the wall, it is obtained:
∂τ
∂y
= µ
∂2u
∂y2
=
1
ρ
dP
dx
(1.20)
or
∂2u
∂y2
=
1
µ
dP
dx
(1.21)
In Figure 1.17, the effect of pressure gradient on boundary layer profile for different
cases is illustrated. In a favorable gradient, Figure 1.17a, the profile is very rounded and
no inflection point is observed. As a result, no separation is incepted.
In a zero pressure gradient the point of inflection is found at the wall , Figure 1.17b.
As an adverse gradient begins, Figure 1.17c to Figure 1.17e, a point of inflection occurs
in the boundary layer and its distance from the wall increase with the strength of the
adverse gradient. However, the flow dose not separate for a weak gradient, Figure 1.17c.
A critical condition is observed at a moderate gradient, Figure 1.17d where the wall shear
is exactly zero, τw = 0. This is defined as the separation point. Any stronger gradient will
cause back flow at the wall, Figure 1.17e, with the boundary layer thickness increasing
and the main flow separating.
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Figure 1.17: Effect of pressure gradient on boundary layer profile; PI= profile point of
inflection, [78]
1.5 Purpose of the present work
Numerous works have attempted to reduce the vortex-induced vibration using dif-
ferent methods. However, not so many studies have been performed on a hydrofoil at
high Reynolds number. According to several previous experiments, it is well known that
the hydrofoil trailing edge geometry has a strong influence on the vortex-induced vibra-
tion amplitude. On the other hand, there exist a few studies investigating the effects of
trailing edge geometry on the vortex shedding frequency, vortex-induced vibration, and
wake dynamics. The oblique and Donaldson trailing edges are reported as two of the
types that reduce the vortex-induced vibration in comparison to the blunt trailing edge.
However the physics behind it is not fully understood. Therefore, the purpose of the
present work is to investigate the effect of a hydrofoil trailing edge shape on the wake dy-
namic and its interaction with the mechanical structure to understand the phenomenon
and the reasons for vibration reduction. This phenomenology could help optimize the
trailing edge shape and obtain lower levels of vortex-induced vibration. Thus, hydrofoils
with oblique and Donaldson trailing edges are tested in a high-speed cavitation tunnel at
zero angle of attack and high Reynolds numbers, ReL = 5 · 105 − 3 · 106. The truncated
trailing edge hydrofoil is selected as reference. A velocity survey is performed via Laser
Doppler Velocimetery, LDV, and Particle Image Velocimetry, PIV. Proper-Orthogonal-
Decomposition, POD, is used to extract coherent structures from PIV data. In addition,
flow induced vibration measurements and high-speed visualizations are performed. Fi-
nally, the effects of a tripped boundary layer transition on the wake are investigated and
compared with the natural boundary layer transition.
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1.6 Structure of the document
The document is organized in five parts: Part I presents the problem overview, fun-
damental aspects of the phenomenon and literature review. In Part II the case study
and experimental setup are described. The results are discussed in Part III and IV, the
corresponding final conclusions and perspectives are given in part V.
Part I: Introduction
Chapter 1 deals with the fundamental aspects of vortex shedding, and boundary layer,
followed by a corresponding literature review. Moreover, vortex formation mechanism,
overview of wake regimes behind the cylinder and vortex-induced vibration are discussed.
Different methods to control the wake are described, focusing on the trailing edge geometry
modification. Moreover, laminar and turbulent boundary layer definitions and laminar-
to-turbulent transition are explained. In addition, the problem overview and purpose of
the present work are presented .
Part II: Case Study and Experimental Setup
Chapter 2 explains the test facility and introduces the experimental hydrofoil. Mea-
surement techniques such as such as Laser Doppler vibrometer, Laser Doppler Velocime-
tery, LDV, and Particle-Image-Velocimetry, PIV, are presented in chapter 3.
Part III and IV: Results
Boundary layer development along the hydrofoil for two trailing edges and Reynolds
effect on the boundary layer thickness is discussed in Chapter 4 and compared with blunt
trailing edge. Effect of trailing edge shape on vortex-induced vibration is presented in
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concerns the trailing edge geometry effects on the wake flow.
LDV phase-locked average and PIV using POD technique are performed under lock-in
condition to survey the wake flow in the case of oblique trailing edge. Time-averaged
velocity profiles are presented at different stream wise position along the wake for beveled
and oblique trailing edges. Moreover, vortex shedding development along the wake is
studied. Finally, effect of trailing edge shape on vortex formation mechanism is presented
in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 and 9 the effect of tripped laminar to turbulent boundary
layer transition on vortex shedding process is presented.
Part V: Conclusions and Perspectives
In the closing chapters, final conclusions are presented and recommendations are given
for further work.
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Case study and experimental setup
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Chapter 2
Test facility and case study
2.1 High speed cavitation tunnel
The measurements are carried out in the EPFL high-speed cavitation tunnel, Avellan
et al. [5], with a test section of 150 x 150 x 750 mm, maximum inlet velocity, Cref , of 50
m/s, and maximum static pressure, pref , of 16 bar. The different sections of the high-
speed cavitation tunnel are illustrated in Figure 2.1. A nozzle with reduction in area 46
to 1 is used to obtain a uniform velocity distribution in the test section. Before the nozzle
a honeycomb is installed to avoid macroscopic flow rotation and reduce the turbulence
level. A long diffuser, installed downstream of the test section, is used to recover the
dynamic pressure by reducing the flow velocity to 3% of its value at the test section inlet.
The bubble trap section collects bubbles in the flow. The bubbles tend to rise due to the
buoyancy effect until they reach one of the plates and then are convected along the plate.
The double suction pump provides a total head of 36.5 m for 1.125 m3/s at 885 rpm and
it is directly driven by a 500 KW power DC-electric motor. A constant air pressure is
kept over the free surface in the pressure vessel to control the pressure. In addition, a
vacuum control system is installed to operate at low speed cavitation.
(a)
Circulating pump
Bubble trap
Contraction nozzleDiffuser
Test section
(b)
Figure 2.1: EPFL-LMH high speed cavitation tunnel: (a) Hydraulic circuit, (b) Test
section
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The absolute pressure measurements at both ends of the contraction nozzle and the
temperature measurement define the flow condition at the inlet of the test section. The
two high precision pressure transducers connected to pressure taps in the walls of each
contraction nozzle end measure the absolute pressure.
Ausoni [3] measured the stream wise and transverse variation of mean velocities in
span-wise and traverse directions at the inlet of the test section using Laser-Doppler
velocimetry ,ReL = 2.0 ·106, where L is the hydrofoil chord length. The mean normalized
stream wise and transverse velocity fluctuation was found to be Ix = 0.96% and Iy =
1.37% respectively for traverse direction and Ix = 0.99% and Iy = 1.34% for span-wise
direction. The mean normalized stream wise and transverse velocity fluctuation equations
are defined as follow:
Ix =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Cx stdv i
Cref
, Iy =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Cy stdv i
Cref
(2.1)
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Figure 2.2: (a) Stream wise and (b) transverse mean velocity profiles and fluctuations at
x/L = −0.5 and z/b = 0.75. (c) Stream wise and (d) transverse mean velocity profiles and
fluctuations at x/L = −0.5, y/h = −5. Hydrofoil mounted in the test section, Cref = 20
m/s, Reh = 64.4 · 103, ReL = 2.0 · 106, [3]
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2.2 Experimental hydrofoil
The tested hydrofoil in the present investigation is based on NACA 0009 - 7.8 45/1.93
with the maximum thickness equal to 9% of the chord length. The hydrofoil is made of
stainless steel with chord and span lengths of 110 mm and 150 mm respectively. NACA
0009 blunt truncated at L = 100 mm with trailing edge thickness of 3.22 mm is selected
as a reference hydrofoil, Figure 2.3. The geometry is defined in a x; y; z coordinate system
that its origin is placed at the hydrofoil leading edge.
100
150
[mm]
3.22
Flow
y
x z
Figure 2.3: Blunt trailing edge NACA 0009 hydrofoil
The foil thickness distribution is defined by the following equation, [3]:
0 ≤ y
L0
≤ 0.5 y
L0
= a0
(
x
L0
) 1
2
+ a1
(
x
L0
)
+ a2
(
x
L0
)2
+ a3
(
x
L0
)3
0.5 ≤ y
L0
≤ 1 y
L0
= b0 + b1
(
1− x
L0
)
+ b2
(
1− x
L0
)
+ b3
(
1− x
L0
)3
with L0 being the original chord length and :

a0 = +0.1737
a1 = −0.2422
a2 = +0.3046
a3 = −0.2657

b0 = +0.0004
b1 = +0.1737
b2 = −0.1898
b3 = +0.0387
The first case study is an oblique trailing edge NACA 0009 hydrofoil with the same
geometry as the blunt hydrofoil except that the trailing edge is cut at about 93% of
the chord length at an angle of 30˚ , Figure 2.4a. Its trailing edge thickness is quarter
of blunt trailing edge thickness. The second case study is a Donaldson trailing edge
hydrofoil, Figure 2.4b. This hydrofoil is shaped by modifying the blunt trailing edge
with a combination of a straight line with an angle of 45˚ and a 3rd polynomial curve,
y = a+ b.x+ c.x2 + d.x3 where:
a = −1.332
b = 51.142
c = −637.51
d = 2595.18
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Figure 2.4: (a)Oblique and (b)Donaldosn trailing edge NACA 0009 hydrofoil
The three trailing edges are presented in Figure 2.5. First trailing edge corresponds
to the truncated trailing edge, Figure 2.5a, the second one is the oblique trailing edge,
Figure 2.5b, and the third one is the Donaldson trailing edge, Figure 2.5c.
Truncated
     T. E.
1 mm
Oblique
     T. E.
(a) (b) (C)
Donaldson
     T. E.
Figure 2.5: (a)Truncated (b)Oblique and (c)Donaldosn trailing edge NACA 0009 hydro-
foil
The hydrofoil is mounted in the test section with tightly embedded one side and the
other side is left free. Since the boundary layer development over the hydrofoil surface is
of prime importance for the wake dynamics, special care is put on the similarity of the
surface roughness between the tested hydrofoils to allow for a valid comparison.
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The effect of Reynolds number on the drag and lift coefficients are presented in Figure
2.6 for α=4 .˚ As the Reynolds number increases, the drag coefficient decreases for three
trailing edge cases. The maximum drag coefficient is observed for oblique trailing edge.
In case of the truncated trailing edge, the lift coefficients, Cz, rises slightly by increasing
the Reynolds number contrary to the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of Reynolds number on (a)Drag, and (b)Lift coefficient of truncated,
obique, and Donaldson trailing edges, α=4 ,˚ rough case
The hydrodynamic performances in terms of lift and drag for three hydrofoils are
presented in Figure 2.7 for ReL = 1.1 · 106 in the case of fully turbulent boundary layer.
As the incidence angle increases, the maximum drag coefficient corresponds to the oblique
trailing edge. However, the minimum drag coefficient is found for Donaldson trailing edge.
The lift coefficient decreases in the case of Donaldson trailing edge in comparison to two
other trailing edges. In the case of negative incidence angle the drag and lift coefficients
increase in comparison to the oblique and truncated trailing edges.
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Figure 2.7: (a)Drag and (b)Lift coefficient of truncated, obique, and Donaldson trailing
edges, ReL = 1.1 · 106, rough case
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2.2.1 Leading edge roughness
To investigate the wall roughness effects on the boundary layer and wake dynamics, a
distributed roughness made of glue and 60 µm diameter sand is placed on both sides of
the hydrofoil, 4 mm downstream to the stagnation line and having a width of 4 mm wide.
The glue and sand combination makes a two-dimensional flow obstacle of 150 µm height.
Cref
L=100 mm
ht=3.22
B=150
4
0.15
4 [mm]
3
~
y
xz
Perfect embedding
Figure 2.8: Blunt trailing edge NACA 0009 hydrofoil and distributed roughness at the
leading edge, Ausoni [3]
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Chapter 3
Measurement techniques
3.1 Vortex-induced vibration measurement
3.1.1 Accelerometer
Kistler K-shear 8702B25 accelerometer is install to measure the vortex-induced vibra-
tion. The shear element design provides low transverse sensitivity along with insensitivity
to base strain and thermal transients. The accelerometer is mounted on the hydrofoil
support, Figure 3.1. The conditioning electronic is ensured by an external power supply
coupler, Kistler Power Supply/Coupler 5134A.
Prole
Support
Accelerometer
Figure 3.1: Accelerometer installed in the support of hydrofoil
Table 3.1 illustrates the main technical specifications of the accelerometer is illustrated.
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Specification
Acceleration range ±25 g
Acceleration limit ±50 gpk
Sensitivity 200 mv/g
Resonant frequency 54 kHz
Frequency response 8 kHz
Transverse sensitivity 1.5%
Table 3.1: Main technical data of the Kistler K-shear 8702B25 accelerometer
3.1.2 Laser Doppler vibrometer
Laser Doppler vibrometer is a non-intrusive technique that directly measures the vi-
bration of a test object using the Doppler effect. When laser light is beamed at a moving
object, the frequency of the laser light reflected from the object, f0 + fD, differs from the
original frequency of the emitted laser light, f0, due to the Doppler effect, Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Laser interfrometer
The relationship between the Doppler frequency fD ,velocity V and the laser wave-
length, λ , is given as:
fD =
vp
λ
(3.1)
Since the Doppler frequency has no sign and the direction of movement is unknown, a
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fixed frequency offset using a Bragg cell in the interferometer allows to distinguish between
positive and negative Doppler shifts, Figure 3.2.
In the present investigation, a Polytec PDV100 laser Doppler vibrometer is used for
vortex-induced vibration measurements. The measurement point is located at mid-span
and 10 percent of the chord length, upstream from the trailing edge. The main general
specifications of this vibrometer are presented in Table 3.2:
Specification
Laser type and class HeNe, class II
Velocity range 20, 100, 500 mm/s
Frequency range 0− 22 kHz
Working distance 0.2− 3 m
Dimension 300 (L)x63 (W)x129(H) mm
Table 3.2: Main technical data of the Polytec PDV100 laser doppler vibrometer
3.1.3 Data acquisition system
Hewlett-Packard based on VXI (VMEbus Extensions for Instrumentation), is used
for the data acquisition system. The main specification of this system is presented in
Table 3.3. The data acquisition control and storage are performed using NI-Labview
programming. In the present work the block size and measurement time of 220 Samples
per channel and 20.48 second respectively are selected. For spectral computation, Fast
Fourier Transform is applied to 16 equal segments of the time signal and averaging is
performed.
Specification
Converter resolution 16 bit
Maximum sampling frequency 51.2 KHz per channel
Memory depth 1 MSamples per channel
Table 3.3: Main specification of the VXI data acquisition system
3.2 Hydrodynamic load cell
A five components hydrodynamic load cell is used for Lift and drag static force mea-
surements. A section through the load cell is presented in Figure 3.3, where the positions
of the 5 strain gauges as well as the profile are visible. It allows a maximum of 104 N lift
force measurement. The lift and drag force precision is 1.5 N and 0.5 N respectively.
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Strain Gages
Prole
Figure 3.3: Load cell 504-3 (F+W Emmen)
3.3 Flow measurement
3.3.1 Laser Doppler velocimetry
Laser Doppler velocimetry, LDV, is a non-intrusive technique for flow velocity survey
using laser beams. An overview of laser Doppler techniques is given by Albrech [2].
Some advantages for LDV can be highlighted such as, no disturbance for the flow being
measured; measurement possibility for unknown direction; and accurate measurement in
a unsteady and turbulent flow. The basic principal of LDV measurement is illustrated in
Figure 3.4.
The beams are generated from a 10 W Argon-Ion single laser source, Figure 3.4a,
using a beam splitter. The beams are focused using a sending lens, Figure 3.4c. The
direction of the beams is changed by the lens causing them to intersect at a certain focal
point. A measurement volume, Figure 3.4d, is created where the beams are intersected.
A set of equally spaced fringes , light and dark bands, is created by the interference of the
light beams in the measurement volume. The distance between the fringes is calculated
knowing wavelength of the laser light, λ, and the angle between the beams, α, equation
3.2
δfringe =
λ
2 sin(α/2)
(3.2)
As the particles, with a density nearly the same as that of the water, pass through
the measurement volume, the measurement is made. As a result, the light received by
the particles fluctuates with a fringe. A relationship is found between the frequency of
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 α )
Figure 3.4: Principle measurement of Laser Doppler Velocimetry, (a)Laser source, (b)Brag
cell, (d)Measurement volume, (e)Receiving lens, (f)Photodetector, (g)Signal processing,
(Courtesy of Dantec)
this fluctuation, fDoppler, and the velocity of the particles normal to the fringes, C, as
presented in equation 3.3
C = δfringe · fDoppler = λfDoppler
2 sin(α/2)
(3.3)
The light scattered by the particle is collected by the receiving lens, Figure 3.4e, and
focussed onto a photodetector, 3.4 f, which converts the light intensity fluctuations into
voltage signal fluctuations. Finally, the frequency, fDoppler, is detected in signal processing
part, 3.4 g.
As it was explained above, LDV measures the frequency of the particle passing through
a series of equally spaced fringes in the measurement volume. Two main limitations are
known for this technique. A stationary particle produces no signal and two particles with
the opposite direction and the same speed will give rise to indistinguishable signals. As
a result, Bragg cell, 3.4 b, is used to split the laser beams by shifting the frequency of
one of them by 40MHz. The Bragg cell contains a transparent medium, either liquid or
solid, through which the laser beam passes. Passing the ultrasonic sound waves through
it excites the medium and these sound waves diffract the laser beam with a frequency
shift equal to the frequency of the sound wave.
As observed in Figure 3.5, without the Bragg cell the same frequency, fDoppler, is
found for negative velocity, CB, and positive velocity, CA. However, with the Bragg cell
for positive velocity, CA, the measured frequency is higher than the shift frequency and for
negative velocity, CB, the measured frequency lies below the shift frequency. In addition,
a stationary particle in the measurement volume generates a signal with exactly the shift
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Figure 3.5: Removing directional ambiguity with frequency shifting, (a)Without Brag
cell, (b)With Brag cell
frequency. Consequently, the negative velocities can be distinguished. Therefore, the
directional ambiguity is removed, Durst [20].
The main source of error for the LDV measurements can be noted such as particle
averaging bias.
Particle averaging bias
When the flow velocity is high, more particles pass through the measurement volume
in a given time as compared to low velocity. As a result, the mean flow velocity obtained
from averaging the velocity samples shows a large value. Moreover, the estimated velocity
variance will also affected by an error. This is called particle averaging bias. The problem
can be solved using the particle transit time ti as a weighting factor, equation (3.6), [15],
[36], [58] and [19]. The mean Cxmean and fluctuating Cxstdv stream wise velocities as well
as the transit time weighting factor ηi are given as follow:
Cxmean =
N∑
i=1
ηxiCxi (3.4)
Cxstdv =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
ηxi(Cxi − Cxmean)2 (3.5)
ηxi =
txi
N∑
j=1
txj
(3.6)
The parameters of the LDV measurement are illustrated in Table 3.4
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Parameters
Laser type/class Ion-Argon
Laser wave length (blue/green) 488 nm / 514.5 nm
Laser power 10 W
Optical system 2D-Laser probe
Signal transmission Multi-mode fiber
Probe diameter 60 mm
Probe beam spacing 38.15 mm
Probe beam diameter 2.2 mm
Focal length in air 250 mm
Fringe spacing (green/blue) 3.38 µm / 3.21 µm
Control volume size in water (minor axis/major axis), green 0.075 mm / 1.30 mm
Control volume size in water (minor axis/major axis), blue 0.071 mm / 1.24 mm
Bragg cell frequency 40 MHz
Particle type Hollow glass spheres
Particle density 1100 kg/m3
Particle size 10 µm
Traverse resolution (linear/angular) 0.01 mm / 0.001˚
Table 3.4: Properties of the LDV system
Phase-locked average
Phase-locked average of the velocity field is performed to extract the deterministic
and periodic component of the signal from the turbulent noise with a good signal to noise
ratio. To this end, an accelerometer or a laser vibrometer is used as reference signal.
Furthermore, a low pass filter was also applied to remove higher frequency components.
A signal generator was then used to detect the passage of the vibration signal above a
given threshold and generates a single pulse, i.e. reference signal, for LDV measurements.
It is connected to the LDV processor synchronization input. The phase-locked average
procedure is applied directly by sorting the samples into the corresponding phase based
on the arrival time.The phase locked average of the velocity, C , may be defined as follows:
C(t) = lim
N→∞
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
C(t+ iT )) 0 ≤ t < T (3.7)
Where t denotes the time and T is the period of vortex shedding. In the particular
case of discrete and random LDV data, the vortex shedding period is divided into Ns
segments. The data are then re-arranged using a new time variable t∗ defined as t∗ = t
modulo T . The phase locked average of the velocity for a given segment, i, is computed
over the velocity samples contained within the segment as follows:
C
(
i
Ns
T
)
=
1
N∑
j=1
WjΠij
N∑
j=1
CjWjΠ
i
j i = 0, ...., Ns − 1 (3.8)
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Where Wj denotes the particle transit time (weighting factor) and Cj is the measured
velocity. Πij is a rectangular function equal to 1 inside the segment i and zero outside:
Πij =
{
1 if i
Ns
T ≤ t∗j < i+1Ns T
0 elsewhere
(3.9)
3.3.2 Particle Image Velocimetry
Particle Image Velocimetry is a non-intrusive laser optical measurement technique to
measure the velocity in the space. An overview of Particle Image Velocimetry is given in
Raffel [60], Adrian [1]. The flow is illuminated in the target area with double pulsed light
sheets. For each light pulse sheet, a separate image frame is captured by the camera, I1
and I2, Figure 3.6. The images are divided into small subsections, called interrogation
areas, IA. The interrogation areas from each image frame are cross-correlated with each
other, pixel by pixel. The spatial cross-correlation function of the images interrogation
areas I1 and I2 is defined by [10], equation 3.10.
CI1I2(ξ) = lim
S→∞
1
S
∫
S
I1(x)I2(x + ξ)dS(x) (3.10)
where dS(x) = dxdy. The average particle displacement is identified by detecting the
maximum correlation peak height in the calculated cross-correlation. The procedure is
carried out for every interrogation area. Since the time between the two successive images
is known, velocity in every interrogation area is evaluated. A velocity vector map over
the entire target area is obtained after data processing.
The main properties of Particle Image Velocimetry in the present investigation is
illustrated in Table 3.5. With the vertical laser sheet illuminating the hydrofoil trailing
edge and the wake, the stream wise organization of the vortex street in the wake and the
vortex generation mechanism at trailing edge are investigated.
Specification
Lasers type/class Q-switched Nd:YAG
Lasers wave length 532 nm
Lasers pulse duration 5 ns
Lasers pulse peak power 50 mJ
Maximum rate of laser pulse 10 Hz
Laser sheet thickness 1 mm
High sensitive camera resolution 12 bit
Picture size 1280x1024 pixels
Interrogation area size 32x32 pixels
Particle type Hollow glass spheres
Particle density 1100 kg/m3
Particle size 10 µm
Table 3.5: Properties of the PIV system
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I1 
I2 
Figure 3.6: Principle measurement of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), (Courtesy of
Dantec)
Proper-Orthogonal-Decomposition
The Proper-Orthogonal-Decomposition, POD, is used as a post-processing technique
to identify large coherent structures in the wake. For details refer to Sirovich[68] and
Berkooz [12]. POD is particularly powerful in extracting the phase of the vortex shedding
in an individual velocity field and filtering the low energetic part of the flow. It is based
on a linear decomposition of velocity field with respect to orthogonal modes, equation
3.11
un =
N∑
i=1
ani .φ
i (3.11)
where un is a vector representing the velocity components in the entire measurement
area and n is the sample index. Given a set ofN velocity fields, snapshots, un, a correlation
matrix C is defined as
C = UT .U (3.12)
where U is a matrix composed of velocity components of N snapshots. N real positive
eigen values, λi, each associated with an eigenvector, qi, are obtained from the eigenvalue
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problem, equation 3.13
C.qi = λi.qi (3.13)
The normalized POD modes, φi, are obtained from equation 3.14
φi =
∑N
i=1 q
n
i .u
n
‖∑Ni=1 qni .un‖ (3.14)
The POD coefficient, an, in equation 3.11 presents the projection of the velocity field
onto the POD eigenmode.
ani = (u
n, φi) (3.15)
Exact reconstruction of the velocity field, equation 3.11, is obtained through a linear
combination of N modes. The decomposition of the flow by POD provides a set of modes
that represent flow structure containing most of the energy. The first ten modes of the
present investigation are presented in Figure 3.7. The first mode, mode zero, represents
the mean flow. The phase of an individual flow field is determined from its projection
on the first pair of POD modes, allowing phase averaging of the measurement data to be
performed. The vortex shedding investigation using POD technique is presented in the
works of Oudheusden [55], Ma [50], Graftieaux [28] and Vonlanthen[77].
Mode 1 Mode 0 Mode 2 Mode 3 
Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6 Mode 7 
Mode 8 Sum of remaining modes 
Figure 3.7: Example of Proper-Orthogonal-Decomposition modes, Truncated trailing
edge, Cref = 12m/s
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In the present specific case study, the POD method offers an interesting way of per-
forming phase averaging of the velocity fluctuation even if the sampling frequency is far
below the vortex shedding frequency. It saves the use of an external trigger, which is
usually adopted in similar case studies.
3.4 Flow visualization
A high-speed camera, Photron ultima APX, having an image full resolution of 1024x1024
pixels at up to 120’000 fps is used to analyze the wake structure. Typically, the CCD
image resolution is set to 512x256 pixels at 10000 fps. The properties of the high-speed
image acquisition and lighting systems are given in Table 3.6
Specification
High speed camera shutter speed 4 − 1670 µs
High speed camera frame rate 1 − 12 · 103 fps
High speed camera max CCD resolution 1024x1024 pixels (up to 2 · 103 fps)
High speed camera buffer memory 8 GB
Flash lamps electric energy 1875 J
Flash lamps max pulse duration 11 ms
Lamps power 1000 W
Table 3.6: Properties of the high-speed image acquisition and lighting systems
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Results and Analysis
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Chapter 4
Effect of trailing edge shape on
boundary layer
As the vortex street is related directly to the state of boundary layer along the hy-
drofoil, in this chapter the effects of the trailing edge shape on the boundary layer are
investigated. The development of the boundary layer velocity profiles along the Donald-
son trailing edge hydrofoil chord is presented under lock-off condition, ReL = 2.10
6. The
results are compared with the boundary layer measurement of the truncated trailing edge
under same condition, Ausoni [3]. Since the Donaldson trailing edge is non-symmetric,
the boundary layer velocity profiles measurement is performed on the suction and pres-
sure sides of the hydrofoil. In addition, the effects of the Donaldson trailing edge on
laminar-to-turbulent transition on both sides of the hydrofoil are studied.
4.1 Development along the hydrofoil chord
Time-averaged boundary layer velocity profiles at 20, 40, 60, 70, 80 and 90% of the
chord length are presented in Figure 4.1 on the suction and pressure sides of the Donaldson
trailing edge hydrofoil. The streamwise mean velocity, Cxmean, is normalized by the free-
stream velocity, Cref . The comparison between the boundary layer velocity profiles on the
suction and pressure sides of Donaldson trailing edge reveals a thicker boundary layer on
the pressure side. In addition, a fully turbulent boundary layer velocity profile is observed
between 60% and 70% of the chord length for pressure side and between 70% and 80% of
the chord length on the suction side. This is an indication that the laminar-to-turbulent
transition occurs earlier on the hydrofoil pressure side. Moreover, the velocity outside
the boundary layer is higher on the pressure side than the suction side. Comparing the
boundary layer velocity profiles between the suction side of truncated and Donaldson
trailing edges reveals a thicker boundary layer in the case of the Donaldson trailing edge,
Figure 4.2. In addition, the laminar-to-turbulent transition is observed between 70% and
80% of the chord length for Donaldson case and between 80% and 90% of the chord
length for truncated case. According to the work of Ausoni [3], the laminar-to-turbulent
transition is observed at 85% of the chord length for truncated trailing edge.
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Figure 4.1: Time-averaged boundary layer velocity profiles along the hydrofoil chord on
the suction and pressure sides of the Donaldson trailing edge, Cref = 20 m/s, i = 0˚ ,
cavitation free
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Figure 4.2: Time-averaged boundary layer velocity profiles along the hydrofoil chord on
the suction side of the truncated and Donaldson trailing edges, Cref = 20 m/s, i = 0˚ ,
cavitation free
Figure 4.3 shows the normalized velocity fluctuation inside the boundary layer at
60, 70, 80 and 90% of the chord length for the truncated and Donaldson trailing edges,
ReL = 2.10
6. Higher velocity fluctuation is observed for Donaldson trailing edge in
comparison to the truncated trailing edge.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized velocity fluctuation profiles along the hydrofoil chord on the
suction side of the truncated and Donaldson trailing edges, Cref = 20 m/s, i = 0˚ ,
cavitation free
4.1.1 Boundary layer thickness
Normalized boundary layer thickness along the hydrofoil chord is presented in Figure
4.4 for the suction side of the truncated trailing edge and the suction and pressure sides
of Donaldson trailing edge. The significant increase in boundary layer thickness along the
hydrofoil chord corresponds to the laminar-to-turbulent transition location. In addition,
in the case of the Donaldson trailing edge, the laminar-to-turbulent transition location
moves towards the hydrofoil leading edge.
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Figure 4.4: Boundary layer thickness evolution along the hydrofoil chord on suction side
of truncated trailing edge and suction and pressure sides of Donaldson trailing edge,
Cref = 20 m/s
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4.1.2 Boundary layer structure
The boundary layer structure are characterized using y+ and C+xmean, defined in
section 1.4.1. The viscous sublayer can not be correctly measured due to the size of
the LDV measurement volume with respect to the boundary layer thickness. For the
estimation of the wall shear stress and the friction velocity, the skin friction coefficient
cf of the laminar and turbulent flat plate boundary layers is used, [3]. The boundary
layer structure at different positions along the chord length under lock-off condition,
ReL = 2 · 106, is illustrated in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 for the suction and pressure sides
of the Donaldson trailing edge respectively. The velocity profiles are shifted on the vertical
axis according to their position on the hydrofoil chord, for clarity. The theoretical log law
slope is plotted as well for comparison. The log region is observed between x/L = 0.8
and x/L = 0.9 for the suction side, Figure 4.5 and between x/L = 0.7 and x/L = 0.9 for
the pressure side, Figure 4.6. A significant change in boundary layer structure is revealed
at the laminar-to-turbulent transition locations.
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Figure 4.5: Time-average boundary layer structure along the hydrofoil chord on suction
side of the Donaldson trailing edge, Cref = 20 m/s
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Figure 4.6: Time-average boundary layer structure comparison along the hydrofoil chord
on pressure side of Donaldson trailing edge, Cref = 20 m/s
4.2 Development at trailing edge
4.2.1 Reynolds effects on the velocity profile thickness at trail-
ing edge
The Reynolds number effects on the velocity profile are investigated on the pressure
side of the Donaldson trailing edge, x/L = 0.99. A reverse flow, negative mean velocity,
is observed close to the wall for the entire range of Reynolds number as observed in
Figure 4.7a for ReL = 1.5 · 106 and ReL = 2.6 · 106. This shows that the boundary layer
has already separated from the hydrofoil and a vortex has been formed on the pressure
side of Donaldson trailing edge. This goes in contrast with the truncated trailing edge
where the separation point is fixed at the truncated part of the trailing edge for the
suction and pressure sides. The velocity profile thickness at trailing edge, x/L = 0.99,
for different Reynolds number is presented in Figure 4.7b. It passes through a minimum
at ReL = 1.5 · 106. A linear relationship between the velocity profile thickness at trailing
edge and Reynolds number is not observed for the pressure side of Donaldson trailing
edge. This is due to the boundary layer separation and laminar-to-turbulent transition
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locations being free to shift on the pressure side of the Donaldson trailing edge. As the
Reynolds number increases the transition point moves towards the leading edge and the
separation point shifts towards the trailing edge. The former increases and the latter
decreases the velocity profile thickness at the trailing edge. As result, the non-linear
relationship between the velocity profile thickness at the trailing edge and the velocity
is due to the effect of Reynolds number on separation and transition point. However, in
the case of truncated trailing edge when the Reynolds number increases the separation
point is fixed at the trailing edge and the transition moves towards the leading edge. As
a result, a linear relationship is found between the boundary layer thickness at trailing
edge and the velocity, Ausoni [3].
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Figure 4.7: (a)Normalized time-averaged velocity profiles at x/L = 0.99 for Cref = 15 m/s
and Cref = 26 m/s, (b)Velocity profile thickness versus Reynolds number at x/L = 0.99
on the pressure side of Donaldson trailing edge
According to the presented results, it is concluded that the trailing edge shape has
a direct influence on the entire boundary layer structure along the hydrofoil chord and
laminar-to-turbulent transition position.
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Chapter 5
Effect of trailing edge shape on
vortex-induced vibration
In this chapter, the effects of the hydrofoil trailing edge geometry on the vortex-induced
vibration are studied. The results are described in terms of vibration amplitude, vortex
shedding frequency, and Strouhal number in the case of truncated, oblique and Donaldson
trailing edges. In addition, the role of boundary layer thickness at hydrofoil trailing edge
to obtain a constant Strouhal number is studied.
5.1 Vibration amplitude
Vortex-induced vibration is monitored on the hydrofoil surface with a Laser vibrom-
eter. The measurement point is located at mid-span and 10 percent of chord length,
upstream from the trailing edge. The selection criteria for the vibration measurement
point is noted to avoid vibration nodes for first and second mode shapes, bending and
torsion, and have large enough vibration level to be measured correctly. Obviously, the
measurement point is kept the same for both hydrofoils to allow for fair comparison. Wa-
terfall spectra and amplitude of the vibration signal for different velocity of flow in the
case of truncated, oblique, and Donaldson trailing edges is illustrate in Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2. Fast Fourier Transform is applied to 16 segments of the time signal and the
averaging is performed. The sampling frequency is 51.2 kHz and the block size is around
1M Samples. A significant increase in vibration amplitude versus flow velocity is found
under lock-in condition where the vortex shedding frequency approaches the hydrofoil’s
natural frequencies, f = 890 Hz, corresponding to the torsional mode. Lock-in is observed
for Reynolds number ranging from, 1.2·106 to 1.4·106 and 1.3·106 to 1.5·106 for truncated
and oblique trailing edges respectively. However, lock-in condition is not found in the case
of Donaldson trailing edge. An increase of vibration is observed only for ReL = 1.1·106 for
Donaldson trailing edge. Comparing three trailing edges, maximum vibration amplitude
under lock-in and lock-off conditions, ReL = 1.2 · 106 to ReL = 2.7 · 106, corresponds to
the truncated trailing edge and the minimum vibration amplitude is found for Donaldson
trailing edge. These results are in agreement with the former studies which report that
the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges decrease the vibration amplitude in comparison
to the truncated trailing edge, [17], [37] and [13].
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(a)
(b) (c)(a)
Figure 5.1: Waterfall spectra of the vortex-induced vibration for different flow velocities,
x/L=0.9,z/B=0.75, (a)Truncated, (b)Oblique, and (c)Donaldson trailing edge
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Figure 5.2: Standard deviation of the vibration signal versus Reynolds number,
(a)Truncated, (b)Oblique, and (c)Donaldson trailing edge
An increase in vibration amplitude is observed at velocity around 7 ∼ 8 m/s where the
vortex shedding frequency approaches half of the hydrofoil’s natural frequencies, f = 445
Hz, Figure 5.2. The spectral analysis is performed on the LDV raw data samples measured
in the wake of truncated and oblique trailing edge hydrofoil at x/L = 1.02 and y/L = 0.04,
Figure 5.3. The power spectral density is estimated from the raw data samples using
FFT-techniques which require samples that are equally spaced in time. As result, the
resampling of the raw data is performed before the FFT-analysis. The Data are divided
in consecutive segments and Fast Fourier Transform is applied to segments and averaging
is performed. In fact, when the flow velocity is around 7 ∼ 8 m/s, the shedding frequency
corresponds to half of the structural eigen frequency. In this case, the oblique trailing edge
hydrofoil exhibits more vibration than the truncated one. We believe that this peculiar
result is due to the non-symmetric trailing edge, which produces stronger harmonics and
thereby more excitation at resonance frequency.
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Figure 5.3: Power spectrum density of transverse velocity component, (a) truncated,
Cref = 7 m/s, and (b)Oblique Cref = 8 m/s, trailing edge at x/L=1.02, y/L=0.04
5.2 Vortex shedding frequency and Strouhal number
LDV measurement is performed on a point in the wake to find the vortex shedding
frequency using the spectral analysis on the LDV data. Two examples of the power
spectrum density is presented in Figure 5.4 under lock-in, Cref = 13 m/s, and lock-off,
Cref = 23 m/s, conditions in the case of oblique trailing edge.
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Figure 5.4: Power spectrum density, (a) lock-in, Cref = 13 m/s, and (b) lock-off, Cref = 23
m/s, oblique trailing edge, x/L=1.05, y/L=0.15
Vortex shedding frequency is plotted for truncated, oblique and Donaldson trailing
edges as a function of flow velocity, Figure 5.5. A quasi-linear relationship is observed
between the shedding frequency and flow velocity in the case of truncated and oblique
trailing edges, except under lock-in condition. However, this linear relationship is not
found for the Donaldson trailing edge. Under lock-in condition, the vibration amplitude
of the hydrofoil trailing edge is high in comparison to the lock-off condition, so that
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its motion takes control of the instability mechanism that leads to vortex shedding and
synchronizes the shedding frequency with the body motion frequency. The survey of
hydrofoil surface vibration under lock-in condition leads to the identification of the first
torsional eigen mode, Ausoni [3]. Increase of the vibration takes place in the case of the
Donaldson trailing edge for a very short range of Reynolds number, ReL = 1.1 · 106. This
is due to the low vibration amplitude in comparison to the truncated and oblique trailing
edges. Bearman [8] noted that the range of Reynolds number versus the vortex-shedding
frequency which is locked to the bluff body eigen frequency is dependent on oscillation
amplitude. The larger the amplitude, the larger the range of Reynolds number. In the
present study, as the lower vibration amplitude is found for the Donaldson trailing edge
in comparison to the truncated and oblique trailing edges, the shorter Reynolds number
range under lock-in condition is observed. Moreover, largely higher shedding frequency
is found for the Donaldson trailing edge in comparison to the truncated and oblique
trailing edges, which both follow the same trend. As the Reynolds number increases, the
separation point on the pressure side of Donaldson trailing edge moves towards the trailing
edge. The distance between two separated shear layers on the upper and lower side of
Donaldson trailing edge become smaller in comparison to the truncated trailing edge. As
a result, the vortex rolling up time decreases and the shedding frequency increases.
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Figure 5.5: Shedding frequency versus Reynolds number, LDV measurement
The normalized frequency or Strouhal number, fh/Cref , for the three trailing edges
is illustrated in Figure 5.6 under lock-off condition, where h is the maximum thickness
of the hydrofoil. A higher Strouhal number is found for the Donaldson trailing edge as
compared to the truncated and oblique cases. The Strouhal number is not constant over
the entire flow velocity range, particularly for the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges.
As the flow velocity increases, a slight decrease in Strouhal number is observed in the case
of the truncated trailing edge. This is due to increasing of boundary layer thickness at the
trailing edge when flow velocity increases, [3]. However, in the case of the Donaldson and
oblique trailing edges, the Strouhal number passes through a maximum. This is due to
the difference in boundary layer evolution versus flow velocity at the Donaldson hydrofoil
trailing edge in comparison to the truncated case as observed in Figure 4.7b. As flow
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velocity increases, the boundary layer thickness passes through a minimum in the case of
the Donaldson trailing edge.
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Figure 5.6: Strouhal number versus versus Reynolds number
According to Ausoni [3], a constant Strouhal number versus velocity can be obtained
using the boundary layer thickness at the truncated trailing edge. As the boundary layer
thickness for different velocity at the separation point is not available on the pressure side
of Donaldson trailing edge, the velocity profile thickness at x/L = 0.99, Figure 4.7b, is
used to observe the effect of velocity profile thickness on the Strouhal number, Stδ, Figure
5.7. The result shows that nearly a constant Strouhal number for different velocities is
also observed in the case of Donaldson trailing edge using the velocity profile thickness.
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Figure 5.7: Strouhal number using boundary layer thickness at trailing edge, Stδ, in the
case of Donaldson trailing edge
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Chapter 6
Effect of trailing edge shape on
vortex formation mechanism
The effects of oblique and Donaldson trailing edge geometries on the vortex forma-
tion mechanism at trailing edge are studied using flow visualization as well as PIV-POD
techniques. The former is performed using cavitating vortices as means of visualizing and
the latter under cavitation-free condition. The cavitation in the vortices formed in the
wake occurs when the pressure falls below the vapor pressure. Moreover, no cavitation
is observed on the hydrofoil surface in our case study before the vortex cavitation in the
wake. Consequently, the flow visualization using the vortex cavitation is possible. Cavi-
tation is considered as a passive agent of flow visualization in terms of vortex span-wise
organization. However, it has the influence on the vortex shedding frequency, [3].
Top view visualization of cavitating vortex street under lock-in and lock-off condition
in the case truncated trailing edge is observed in Figure 6.1. Under lock-in condition,
the trailing edge vibrations leads to more organized wake structure and the vorticity lines
are parallel to the hydrofoil trailing edge, which makes it easier to observe, Figure 6.1b.
However, under lock-off condition, the vortices are no more parallel to the trailing edge
and strongly a 3D vortex structure is observed, Figure 6.1a.
Trailing edge
b/2
(a) (b)
Flow
Trailing edge
Figure 6.1: Top view visualization of cavitating vortex street, (a)lock-off, and (b)lock-in
condition, Ausoni [3]
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6.1 Lock-in
The flow visualization in the case of truncated and oblique trailing edges under lock-in
condition is presented in Figure 6.2 using cavitation vortices. In the case of the truncated
trailing edge, the flow separation position is fixed at the truncated part of the trailing edge,
Figure 6.2a. With the oblique truncation, the location of the lower vortex detachment
is obviously shifted upstream with respect to the upper one, forming a vortex along the
inclined surface of the cut, Figure 6.2b. As a result, when the upper vortex rolls up,
it coincides with the passage of the lower vortex, leading to their collision. This strong
interaction leads to a redistribution of the vorticity, which does not concentrate within
the core of Karman vortices any more. A significant part of the vorticity is carried by
tiny vortices in random directions. Moreover, vortex collision also leads to a sudden
suppression of cavitation in the lower vortex while it persists in the upper one. This is
a clear indication of the pressure increase in the core of the lower vortex, which results
from the reduction of coherent vorticity. The flow visualization in the case of oblique
and Donaldson trailing edges is presented in Figure 6.3. As previously mentioned the
lock-in condition is not reached in the case of the Donaldson trailing edge. As a result,
the visualization is not as clear as in the case of oblique trailing edge. However, the vortex
collision in the case of Donaldson trailing edge is observed clearly for the fully turbulent
boundary layer in section 8.3.
The vortex generation mechanism from the truncated and oblique trailing edges un-
der cavitaion free condition is analyzed via PIV-POD phase-locked average by considering
1000 snapshots and the first ten most energetic POD modes. The Proper-Orthogonal-
Decomposition, POD, is used as a post processing technique to identify large coherent
structures in the wake. POD is a powerful energy-based filter, which allows for an ex-
traction of the most energetic modes associated with vortex shedding. It also offers the
possibility to compute the phase of randomly acquired velocity fields. In our specific case
study, POD method offers an interesting way to perform phase locked averaging of the
velocity fluctuation without the need of external trigger. The PIV-POD results shows
the collision of upper and lower vortices in the case of oblique trailing edge, Figure 6.4,
similar to the flow visualization using the cavitating vortex. Consequently, it is concluded
that cavitation has no effect on the collision of upper and lower vortices.
Finally, the vortex-induced vibration reduction in the oblique trailing edges is ad-
dressed and thought to be a result of collision between the upper and the lower vortices.
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Figure 6.2: High-speed visualization of the wake dynamics, (a)Truncated T. E., ReL =
1.2 · 106, σ = 0.8, (b)Oblique T. E., ReL = 1.3 · 106, σ = 0.6, 12000fps
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Figure 6.3: High-speed visualization of the wake dynamics, (a)Oblique T. E., ReL =
1.3 · 106, σ = 0.6, (b)Donaldson T. E., ReL = 1.1 · 106, σ = 0.5, 12000fps
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Figure 6.4: Wake visualization (one shedding period), normalized vorticity, (a)Truncated
T.E., ReL = 1.2 · 106, (b)Oblique T.E., ReL = 1.3 · 106
6.2 Lock-off
As it was noted under lock-off condition the wake flow is not organized similar to the
lock-in condition and a 3D vortex structure in span-wise direction is observed. As a result,
the flow visualization using cavitation and PIV-POD technique under free cavitation can
not show the vortex collision as observed under lock-in condition. The example of the
wake flow visualization under lock-off condition in the case of the oblique trailing edge
is illustrated in Figure 6.5, ReL = 1.7 · 106. However, the LDV measurement results
presented in the next chapter confirm that the collision of upper and lower vortices is also
occurred under lock-off condition.
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Figure 6.5: High-speed visualization of the wake dynamics in the case of oblique trailing
edge under lock-off condition, ReL = 1.7 · 106, σ = 0.65, 12000fps
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Chapter 7
Effect of trailing edge shape on wake
flow
The effects of oblique and Donaldson trailing edges on the wake flow under lock-in and
lock-off conditions are investigated in this chapter. The time-averaged velocity profiles are
studied for oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. Velocity profiles at the passage time of
the vortex are presented using LDV phase-locked average in the case of the oblique trailing
edge. In addition, the vortex characteristics properties along the wake are revealed. In all
cases, the results are compared with the truncated trailing edge as a reference case study.
7.1 Wake flow under lock-in condition
Wake flow velocity under lock-in condition is presented in two sections. In first section
the time-averaged velocity is illustrated at different positions along the wake in the case
of truncated, oblique, and Donaldson trailing edges. In the second section LDV phase-
locked average measurements are presented, thus allowing to further analyzing the wake
dynamics. Phase-locked average of the velocity field is performed to extract the deter-
ministic and periodic component of the signal from the turbulent noise. To this end, a
high frequency accelerometer fitted to the hydrofoil support is used as reference signal,
providing a single pulse at every period of vortex generation. Phase-locked average is only
possible under lock-in condition, otherwise the vibration signal is not appropriate.
7.1.1 Time-averaged velocity profiles
Normalized by the free-stream velocity, the mean value and standard deviation of
the stream wise velocity are illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 for the truncated and
oblique trailing edges under lock-in condition. Since lock-in condition was not detected
clearly for the Donaldson trailing edge, the measurement is performed under condition
corresponding to the maximum vibration amplitude, Figure 7.3. In all cases, as the flow
progresses downstream of the trailing edge, the velocity deficit is reduced. However, in
the case of the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges, a slight asymmetric thickening of
the wake downward is observed in velocity profile. This asymmetric wake velocity profile
could be related to the asymmetric boundary layer on the Donaldson trailing edge surface
where the boundary layer on the pressure side of hydrofoil is thicker than the suction side.
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Moreover, thickening of the lower part of the wake velocity profile shows thickening of
the core of lower vortex, which is the reason for cavitation suppression observed in Figure
6.2. However, the lower part of the wake velocity profile in the case of the Donaldson
trailing edge is thicker than for the oblique case. It is concluded that the lower vortex
core radius in the case of the Donaldson trailing edge should be larger than for the oblique
trailing edge. The stream wise velocity fluctuations are characterized by peaks produced
by the passage of the upper and lower vortices. In the case of the truncated trailing
edge, the upper and lower peaks reveal the same velocity fluctuation value, contrary to
the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges for which a higher velocity fluctuation is found
for the lower peak. Moreover, the far wake velocity fluctuation profile illustrates more
turbulence for the truncated trailing edge in comparison to the oblique and Donaldson
cases. The minimum stream wise velocity fluctuation in the far wake corresponds to the
Donaldson trailing edge.
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Figure 7.1: Traverse measurements along the wake at different stations under lock-in
condition, ReL = 1.2 ·106, normalized mean stream wise velocity and stream wise velocity
fluctuations for truncated trailing edge
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Figure 7.2: Traverse measurements along the wake at different stations under lock-in
condition, ReL = 1.3 ·106, normalized mean stream wise velocity and stream wise velocity
fluctuations for oblique trailing edge
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Figure 7.3: Traverse measurements along the wake at different stations, ReL = 1.1 · 106,
normalized mean stream wise velocity and stream wise velocity fluctuations for Donaldson
trailing edge
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7.1.2 Velocity profiles at the passage time of the vortex
LDV phase-locked average measurements are performed to further analyzing the wake
dynamics in the case of truncated and oblique trailing edges. LDV phase-locked average
procedure is applied directly by sorting the samples into the corresponding phase based
on the arrival time. After phase sorting of the samples, the vortex shedding period is
divided into Ns segments. The mean value is calculated within each segment. The same
procedure is performed for all points on the vertical measurement line. As a result, the
mean velocity of the measurement points at the same phase, time, is obtained and the
mean velocity profile corresponding to each phase can be plotted. Stream wise velocity
profiles at the passage time of the upper and lower vortices through the measurement
line are illustrated for the case of truncated and oblique trailing edges, Figure 7.4. The
Oseen velocity profile was applied to fit on the LDV measurement Data to find the vortex
core size. However, the acceptable results were not obtained due to the complexity of
the wake flow. Consequently, the maximum, Cxmax, and minimum, Cxmin, stream wise
velocities are recorded at the vortex core edges furthest and nearest to the wake centerline
respectively to estimate the vortex core diameter. In the case of the truncated trailing
edge, the upper and lower vortices have the same core diameter, contrary to the oblique
trailing edge, where a larger vortex core diameter is found for the lower vortex. The
diameter of upper and lower vortices in the near wake of the oblique trailing edge is
found to be almost two and three times larger than the upper and lower vortices in the
wake of the truncated one. Greater minimum, Cxmin, and maximum, Cxmax, stream wise
velocities are found for the truncated trailing edge in comparison to the oblique trailing
edge, as observed in Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. Stream wise velocity profiles of the upper and
lower vortices in the wake of truncated trailing edge show equal minimum and maximum
stream wise velocity values. This is contrary to the oblique trailing edge, where a greater
minimum stream wise velocity value is found for the upper vortex in comparison to the
lower one, Figures 7.4c and 7.4d.
As it was noted in the case of Donaldson trailing edge, the vibration amplitude is low
in comparison to the truncated and oblique trailing edges and lock-in condition is not
found. Therefore LDV phase-locked average is not performed and the velocity profiles at
the passage time of the vortex are not presented in the case of Donaldson trailing edge.
7.1.3 Vortex properties
The normalized vortex core radius evolution along the wake of the oblique trailing
edge is presented in Figure 7.5 and compared with the vortex core radius of the truncated
trailing edge, Ausoni [3]. The radius of the vortices becomes larger along the wake in
both cases. However, the radius of the vortices in the case of the oblique trailing edge
increases at a higher rate along the wake than for the truncated trailing edge. Moreover,
a larger vortex core size is observed for the lower vortex along the wake of the oblique
trailing edge than the upper vortex. However, an equal vortex core radius is found for
upper and lower vortices along the wake in the case of truncated trailing edge.
According to Ausoni [3], for a given vortex, the relationship between the advection
velocity of the vortices, Cadv, which is assumed to be constant on the vortex core diameter,
maximum and minimum stream wise velocities, Cxmax and Cxmin respectively, and the
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Figure 7.4: Instantaneous velocity profiles at the passage time of the vortex through the
measurement line and vortex core size for truncated and oblique trailing edges
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Figure 7.5: Normalized vortex core radius at different stations downstream from the
trailing edge for truncated, ReL = 1.2 · 106, and oblique trailing edges, ReL = 1.3 · 106
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stream wise velocity at the edge of the vortex viscous core, Cv, is given by the:
Cxmax = Cv + Cadv
Cxmin = −Cv + Cadv (7.1)
Cxmax and Cxmin are obtained from the LDV phase-locked average. Cadv and Cv are
estimated and illustrated in the Figures 7.6 and 7.7. In addition, the results are compared
with the truncated trailing edge, Ausoni [3]. In the case of the oblique trailing edge, the
lower vortex street has a higher advection velocity than the upper vortex street. The
difference between the advection velocity of upper and lower vortices becomes similar far
the wake. Moreover, a higher advection velocity is found for the oblique trailing edge
along the wake in comparison to the truncated one.
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Figure 7.6: Normalized vortex advection velocity at different stations downstream of the
truncated, ReL = 1.2 · 106, and oblique trailing edges, ReL = 1.3 · 106
The stream wise vortex velocity, Cv, evolution along the wake is illustrated in Figure
7.7. A higher vortex velocity is found in the case of the truncated trailing edge. Moreover,
a difference between the vortex velocity of the upper and lower vortices is observed in the
case of the oblique trailing edge, where a higher vortex velocity value corresponding to
the upper vortex street.
The strength of the vortex is defined according to the following equation:
Γ = 2piaCv (7.2)
where a is the viscous core radius and Cv is the stream wise vortex velocity at its edge.
The evolution of the normalized vortex strength along the wake in the case of the oblique
trailing edge is illustrated in Figure 7.8. Different Tangential velocities and vortex core
radius are found for the upper and lower vortex streets. However, nearly the same vortex
strength is observed for both vortex streets.
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Figure 7.7: Normalized vortex tangential velocity at different stations downstream of the
truncated, ReL = 1.2 · 106, and oblique trailing edges, ReL = 1.3 · 106
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Figure 7.8: Normalized vortex core strength at different stations downstream of the trail-
ing edge
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The vortex shedding development along the wake of the truncated and oblique trailing
edges under cavitation-free condition is analyzed via PIV-POD phase average. A snapshot
of the magnitude of the instantaneous velocity, normalized with the reference velocity,
along the wake of the truncated and oblique trailing edges is given in Figure 7.9. The
magnitude of the velocity decreases along the wake in both cases. However, a lower
velocity magnitude is observed in the far wake of the truncated trailing edge due to the
collision of upper and lower vortices.
3 mm
3 mm
Flow direction
Trailing edge
Figure 7.9: A snapshot of normalized magnitude of the instantaneous velocity field, lock-in
7.1.4 Inter-vortex spacings
The vortex street arrangement along the wake is investigated using PIV-POD, Figure
7.10. Sr and Sl are defined as the distance between the lower vortex and two neighboring
upper vortices at the right and left side respectively. According to the work of von Karman
[76] and Rosenhead [62] the stable vortex street shows a perfect alternate shedding, Sl =
Sr. This is well observed for truncated trailing edge. However, this is not observed in
the near wake of the oblique trailing edge due to the unequal distance, Sl > Sr, between
the lower vortex and the two neighboring upper vortices, Figure 7.10b. The unequal
distance between the lower vortex and two neighboring upper vortices in the near wake,
introduced by the oblique truncation of the trailing edge, is found to vanish in the far
wake, where more organized and ideal alternate shedding is recovered, as observed for the
blunt trailing edge.
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Figure 7.10: Vortex arrangement along the wake using PIV-POD, normalized vorticity,
lock-in, (a)Truncated trailing edge, (b)Oblique trailing edge
The passage of vortices through the measurement line and their arrangement along
the wake in one vortex shedding period using LDV phase-locked average is presented in
Figure 7.11. Moreover, the phase shift between upper and lower vortices is observed in
the case of the oblique trailing edge in contrast to the truncated one.
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     T. E.
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Measurement-
Line
Oblique
     T. E.
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Measurement-
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.11: Vortex arrangement along the wake using LDV phase-locked average, lock-in,
(a)Truncated trailing edge, (b)Oblique trailing edge
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The vortex spacing ratio of the double row of vortices in the wake, bs/as, is defined,
where bs and as denote the lateral and longitudinal vortex spacing respectively. A sym-
metric double row vortex street is revealed in the wake of the truncated trailing edge.
Therefor, the vortex spacing ratio of the truncated trailing edge is considered as the ref-
erence value for stable vortex street in the wake of a NACA 0009 hydrofoil, Figure 7.12.
when calculating the spacing ratio at different stations downstream from the oblique trail-
ing edge a high value is observed for the spacing ratio near the oblique trailing edge. This
ratio decreases along the wake in such a way that its value approaches the spacing ratio
value of the truncated trailing edge. It is concluded that the vortex street near the oblique
trailing edge is unstable. However, it becomes stable far from the trailing edge.
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Figure 7.12: Vortex spacing ratio in the case of truncated and oblique trailing edges
7.2 Wake flow under lock-off condition
As it was noted previously, in most cases, the lock-in condition is selected intentionally
to illustrate the fundamental difference between truncated, oblique trailing edge hydro-
foils. When the vortex shedding frequency is locked on hydrofoil resonance frequency, the
vorticity lines are parallel to the hydrofoil trailing edge, which makes it easier to observe
the wake dynamic and perform measurements of phase locked average of the wake ve-
locity. However, the wake flow measurement is also performed under lock-off condition,
ReL = 2 · 106, to verify the similarity between the wake flow under lock-in and lock-off
conditions.
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7.2.1 Time-averaged velocity profiles
The mean and standard deviation stream wise velocity profiles under lock-off condi-
tion are presented in Figures 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15 in the case of truncated, oblique, and
Donaldson trailing edges.
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Figure 7.13: Traverse measurements along the wake at different stations under lock-off
condition, ReL = 2 · 106, normalized mean stream wise velocity and stream wise velocity
fluctuations for truncated trailing edge
The evolution of velocity deficit and velocity fluctuation peaks shows the same results
for lock-in condition such as a asymmetric wake velocity profile in the case of oblique and
Donaldson trailing edges, reduce of deficit velocity along the wake. Moreover, a higher
velocity fluctuation is found for the lower peak in comparison with the upper peak for the
oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. In addition, it is difficult to recognize the velocity
fluctuation profile in the far wake under lock-off condition. The three-dimensional aspect
of the vortex street under lock-off condition can be noted as the main reason for the
characteristic shape being no longer recognizable at a large distance from the trailing
edge.
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Figure 7.14: Traverse measurements along the wake at different stations under lock-off
condition, ReL = 2 · 106, Normalized mean stream wise velocity and stream wise velocity
fluctuations for oblique trailing edge
Position of the maximum stream wise velocity fluctuations along the wake is deter-
mined as the end of the vortex formation region, Figures 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15. The
comparison of vortex formation length between three trailing edges shows that the vortex
formation length for the oblique trailing edge is greater than for the truncated trailing
edge while the vortex formation length for the Donaldson trailing edge is greater than
for the two other trailing edges. The mean stream wise and transverse velocity as well
as stream wise and transverse velocity fluctuation profiles at the end of the vortex for-
mation region are compared for the truncated, oblique, and Donaldson trailing edges,
Figure 7.16. We define the wake width as the lateral distance between two points having
the maximum stream wise velocity fluctuation at the formation length. The maximum
wake thickness corresponds to the Donaldson trailing edge. However, the minimum wake
thickness is found for Truncated trailing edge. Moreover, a slight asymmetric thickening
of the wake downward is observed in the case of oblique and Donaldson trailing edges.
In addition, the minimum stream wise and transverse velocity fluctuation profile between
three trailing edges corresponds to the Donaldson trailing edge. In addition, an asym-
metric transverse velocity fluctuation is observed in the case of oblique and Donaldson
trailing edges. The decrease of fluctuation intensity originates from collision of upper and
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lower vortices, which was observed on the high-speed video. The collision between two
vortices decreases the transverse fluctuating forces, originating from the shedded vortices.
As a result, velocity fluctuations are decreased in the wake.
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Figure 7.15: Traverse measurements along the wake at different stations under lock-off
condition, ReL = 2 · 106, Normalized mean stream wise velocity and stream wise velocity
fluctuations for Donaldson trailing edge
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Figure 7.16: Traverse measurement across the wake at the vortex formation position,
ReL = 2 · 106, (a)Normalized mean stream wise velocity, (b) Normalized stream wise
velocity fluctuations, (c)Normalized mean transverse velocity, d) Normalized transverse
velocity fluctuations
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Chapter 8
Effect of trailing edge shape on
vortex-induced vibration
A distributed roughness is placed on both faces of the hydrofoil leading edge to trigger
the laminar-to-turbulent transition and establish a fully turbulent boundary layer. In
this chapter the effects of boundary layer state on vortex-induced vibration and vortex
formation at the trailing edge are investigated. The vortex-induced vibration results are
described in terms of vibration amplitude, vortex shedding frequency, and normalized
vortex shedding frequency for truncated, oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. The
vortex formation mechanism at the trailing edge is visualized using a high-speed camera.
8.1 Vibration amplitude
Vortex-induced vibration is measured with a laser vibrometer at mid-span of the hy-
drofoil and 10 percent of its chord length, upstream from the trailing edge. Amplitude of
the vibration signals is presented for different Reynolds number in the case of truncated,
oblique and Donaldson trailing edges, Figure 8.1. An increase in vibration amplitude is
found in the case of a tripped transition in comparison to the natural transition. For
three trailing edges, a significant increase in vibration amplitude versus Reynolds number
is found under lock-in condition. However, the Reynolds number range for Donaldson
trailing edge is small under resonance condition. Moreover, maximum and minimum vi-
bration amplitudes are observed in the case of truncated and Donaldson trailing edges
respectively, similar to the natural transition case.
8.2 Vortex shedding frequency and Strouhal number
Shedding frequency versus Reynolds number in the case of tripped and natural tran-
sitions is illustrated in Figure 8.2 for truncated, oblique, and Donaldson trailing edges.
A decrease in shedding frequency versus Reynolds number is found in the context of the
tripped transition in comparison to the natural transition. It originates from an increase
in boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge in the case of the tripped transition. The
distance between two upper and lower separated shear layers from the hydrofoil increases.
As a result, the vortex formation time increases and the frequency decreases.
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Figure 8.1: Standard deviation of the vibration signal versus Reynolds number,
(a)Truncated, (b)Oblique, and (c)Donaldson trailing edge
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Figure 8.2: Shedding frequency versus Reynolds number
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A linear relationship between the shedding frequency and Reynolds number is ob-
served for three trailing edges in the case of tripped transition. However, in the case of
natural transition the linear relationship is not found for the Donaldson trailing edge. As
the laminar-to-turbulent transition is triggered at the leading edge, the boundary layer
thickness decreases linearly with Reynolds number, Ausoni [3]. Consequently, a linear
relationship between the shedding frequency and Reynolds number is observed to have a
constant Strouhal number. However, in the case of natural transition for the Donaldson
trailing edge the relationship between the boundary layer thickness and Reynolds number
is not linear, section 4.1. As a result, the shedding frequency increases non-linearly versus
Reynolds number reaching a constant Strouhal number. In addition, at high Reynolds
numbers the vortex shedding frequencies for natural and tripped transition cases converge
together. This could be due to the shift of the laminar-to-turbulent transition towards
the leading edge in the case of natural transition as Reynolds number increases. Con-
sequently, the boundary layer becomes fully turbulent similar to the tripped transition
boundary layer state and nearly the same frequency is found for both cases. In the case
of three trailing edges, the lock-in condition is revealed for a higher range of Reynolds
number.
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Figure 8.3: Shedding frequency versus free-stream velocity, tripped transition
The shedding frequency versus Reynolds number for tripped transition is plotted in
Figure 8.3 in the case of truncated, oblique, and Donaldson trailing edges. Higher shedding
frequency is observed for Donaldson trailing edge particularly at high Reynolds numbers.
However, nearly the same shedding frequency is found for truncated and oblique trailing
edges. Lock-in condition is found for Reynolds numbers ranging from ReL = 1.5 · 106 to
ReL = 1.7 · 106 for the truncated, ReL = 1.6 · 106 to ReL = 1.8 · 106 for oblique, and
ReL = 1.5 · 106 for Donaldson trailing edges.
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The normalized frequency, fh/Cref , in the context of tripped transition and for three
trailing edges is illustrated in Figure 8.4 under lock-off condition, where h is introduced
as the maximum thickness of the hydrofoil. Strouhal number is greater for Donaldson
trailing edge compared to the truncated and oblique cases. In addition, Strouhal number
does not pass through a maximum with increasing Reynolds number in the case of tripped
transition contrary to the natural transition. Moreover, nearly the same Strouhal number
is found for truncated and oblique trailing edges. The average Strouhal number is equal
to SthT = 0.55, SthO = 0.53, and SthD = 0.62 for truncated, oblique, and Donaldson
trailing edges respectively.
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Figure 8.4: Normalized shedding frequency, Strouhal number, versus free-stream velocity,
tripped transition
8.3 Flow visualization
The wake flow visualization for the oblique trailing edge under lock-in condition and
in the context of tripped transition, ReL = 1.5 · 106 is illustrated in Figure 8.5. In the
case of tripped transition similar to the natural transition, the sequence clearly shows
disorganization of the Karman vortex street in the near wake. The flow on the pressure
side of hydrofoil begins to separate at the lower part of the trailing edge, forming a vortex
along the inclined surface of the cut. As a result, when the upper vortex rolls up, it
coincides with the passage of the lower vortex, leading to their collision. This strong
interaction leads to a redistribution of the vorticity, which does not concentrate within
the core of Karman vortices any more. A significant part of the vorticity is carried by
tiny vortices in random directions. The two vortices are shed with different vortex core
diameter.
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Figure 8.5: Visualization of the wake dynamics,Oblique T. E., ReL = 1.7 · 106, σ = 0.46
In the case of Donaldson trailing edge, the visualization is performed using small
bubbles which are generated due to the presence of the roughness at the leading edge,
as observed in figure 8.6. The images show that the flow is separated on curve side of
trailing edge. The separation point position is free contrary to the oblique trailing edge.
The collision between the upper and lower vortices also is observed. However, the spatial
phase shift between the upper and lower vortex at their generation point can be different
due to the being free the separation point at suction side of trailing edge contrary to the
oblique trailing edge
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Figure 8.6: Visualization of the wake dynamics,Donaldson T. E., ReL = 1.5 · 106, σ = 0.8
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Chapter 9
Effect of trailing edge shape on wake
flow
In this chapter, the effects of boundary layer state on the wake flow under lock-in con-
dition are investigated for oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. Instantaneous velocity
profiles at the passage time of the vortex are presented using LDV phase-locked average
in the case of the oblique trailing edge. In addition, vortex characteristics along the wake
are revealed. Moreover, the time-averaged velocity profiles under lock-in condition are
revealed for oblique and Donaldson trailing edges.
9.1 LDV phase-locked average: Lock-in
Wake flow velocity under lock-in condition in the case of tripped transition is surveyed
using LDV phase-locked average at different positions along the wake of oblique and
Donaldson trailing edges.
9.1.1 Instantaneous velocity profiles at the passage time of the
vortex
Instantaneous stream wise velocity profiles at the passage time of the upper and lower
vortices through the measurement line are illustrated in the case of natural, ReL = 1.5·106,
and tripped transition, ReL = 1.7 ·106, for the oblique trailing edge in Figure 9.1. Similar
to natural transition, the distance between the low and high stream wise velocities is
determined as the vortex core diameter. In the case of the tripped transition, the size of
upper and lower vortices increases. Similar to the natural transition, a larger vortex core
diameter is found for the lower vortex.
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Figure 9.1: Instantaneous velocity profiles at the passage time of the vortex through the
measurement line and vortex core size for the oblique trailing in the case of natural and
tripped transition
Stream wise LDV phase-locked average was also performed under lock-in condition,
ReL = 1.5 · 106, in the case of Donaldson trailing edge. However, two vortices are not
defined near the wake similar to the oblique trailing edge one. Transverse LDV phase-
locked average is performed in the case of oblique and Donaldson trailing edges to find
more information about the vortices in the near wake. As the upper and the lower vortices
pass through the measurement line at x/L = 1.022, in a vortex shedding period two peaks
correspond to the positive tangential transverse velocity component of two vortices are
detected. The maximum transverse velocity in a vortex shedding period is plotted in
Figure 9.2 for the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. The presence of two peaks in one
vortex shedding period shows the passage of two vortices through the measurement line in
the near wake, one corresponds to upper vortex and the other one to lower vortex, in the
case of oblique trailing edge, Figure 9.2a. However, in the case of Donaldson trailing edge,
9.2b, only one peak is observed in one vortex shedding period that indicates the passage
of one vortex. It could be concluded that in the case of oblique trailing edge after the
collision between the upper and the lower vortices in the near wake, two vortices shed in
the wake with different core diameter. However, in the case of Donaldson trailing edge due
to the being free the separation point on the lower side of trailing edge, a smaller spatial
phase shift between the lower and upper separation point is observed in comparison to
the oblique one. As a result, the passage of one vortex, combination of upper and lower
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vortex, is observed in the near wake after the collision between two vortices.
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Figure 9.2: Maximum transverse velocity in one vortex shedding period in the case of a)
Oblique, ReL = 1.7 · 106, and b) Donaldson trailing edges, ReL = 1.5 · 106, x/L = 1.022
The maximum transverse velocity in one vortex shedding is plotted at three position
along the wake of Donaldson trailing edge, x/L = 1.022, x/L = 1.062, and x/L = 1.152,
Figure 9.3. As it was noted near the wake, x/L = 1.022, only one peak is observed.
However, two peaks appear far from the trailing edge.
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Figure 9.3: Maximum transverse velocity in one vortex shedding period in the case of
Donaldson trailing edge, lock-in, a)x/L = 1.022, b)x/L = 1.062, c)x/L = 1.152
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9.1.2 Vortex characteristics
The normalized vortex core radius evolution along the wake of the oblique trailing edge
is presented in Figure 9.4 in the case of natural and tripped transition. The radius of the
vortices becomes larger along the wake for both trailing edges. However, the radius of the
vortices in the case of tripped transition is larger than the natural transition. Moreover,
a greater vortex core size is observed for the lower vortex street along the wake of tripped
transition than the upper vortex street. The advection velocity of the vortices, Cadv, and
the velocity at the edge of the vortex viscous core, Ct, along the wake of the oblique
trailing edge are calculated in the case of tripped transition. In addition, the results are
compared with the natural transition case. The advection velocity evolution along the
wake for both cases are presented in Figure 9.5. In both cases the upper vortex street
has a higher advection velocity than the lower vortex street. The difference between the
advection velocity of upper and lower vortices becomes smaller far the wake.
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Figure 9.4: Normalized vortex core radius at different stations downstream of the oblique
trailing edge, natural transition, ReL = 1.3 · 106, tripped transition, ReL = 1.7 · 106
The evolution of normalized vortex strength along the wake in the case of natural and
tripped transition is illustrated in the Figure 9.6. An increase in strength is found for
tripped transition. However, nearly the same vortex strength value is observed for upper
and lower vortex street in the case of natural and tripped transition.
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Figure 9.5: Normalized vortex advection velocity at different stations downstream of the
oblique trailing edge, natural transition, ReL = 1.3·106, tripped transition, ReL = 1.7·106
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Figure 9.6: Normalized vortex strength at different stations downstream of the oblique
trailing edge, natural transition, ReL = 1.3 · 106, tripped transition, ReL = 1.7 · 106
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9.2 Time-averaged velocity profiles
LDV measurements are performed at different positions along the wake in the context
of tripped transition. Normalized by the free-stream velocity, the mean stream wise ve-
locity and the stream wise velocity fluctuations are illustrated in Figures 9.7 and Figure
9.8 for the oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. In both cases, as the flow progresses
downstream of trailing edge, the velocity deficit is reduced with slight asymmetric thick-
ening of the wake downward. Moreover, the spreading of the lower part of the wake shows
thickening of the core of lower vortices. However, the lower part of the wake for Donaldson
trailing edge is thicker than for the oblique case. It is concluded that lower vortex core
radius in the case of the Donaldson trailing edge should be larger than that for the oblique
trailing edge. The stream wise velocity fluctuations are characterized by peaks produced
by the passing of the upper and lower vortices. In the case of oblique and Donaldson
trailing edges a higher velocity fluctuation is found for the lower peak. In addition, more
turbulence appears in the center part of the wakes. It is believed that this is due to the
collision between upper and lower vortices. It is concluded that the same phenomenon for
the natural transition happens in the case of tripped transition. In addition, similar wake
development is observed for both natural and tripped transition. However, the difference
could be detected only in the vortex properties.
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Figure 9.7: Traverse measurements along the wake at different stations under lock-in
condition, normalized mean stream wise velocity and stream wise velocity fluctuations for
oblique trailing edge, tripped transition
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
In the present study, an experimental investigation of vortex shedding dynamics is
carried out in the wake of oblique and Donaldson trailing edges hydrofoil to understand
the phenomenon and the reasons for vibration reduction. This phenomenology could
help optimize the trailing edge shape and obtain lower levels of vortex-induced vibration.
Hydrofoils with oblique and Donaldosn trailing edges are tested in high-speed cavitation
tunnel at zero angle of attack and high Reynolds number, ReL = 5·105−3·106. A velocity
survey is performed via Laser Doppler Velocimetery, LDV, and Particle Image Velocime-
try, PIV, using Proper-Orthogonal-Decomposition, POD, for post-processing. Besides,
flow induced vibration measurements and high-speed visualizations are performed. In
addition, the effects of a tripped boundary layer transition on the wake are investigated
and compared with the condition of a natural boundary layer transition.
Vortex-induced vibration is found to decrease significantly for oblique and Donaldson
trailing edges in comparison to the truncated case for the smooth and rough cases. How-
ever, the minimum vibration corresponds to the Donaldson trailing edge. The high-speed
videos clearly demonstrate that for three tested hydrofoils the alternate vortices clearly
detach from upper and lower corners of the trailing edge. However, for the oblique and
Donaldson trailing edges the location of the lower vortex detachment is obviously shifted
upstream with respect to the upper one. As a result, when the upper vortex rolls up,
it coincides with the passage of the lower vortex, leading to their collision. This strong
interaction leads to a redistribution of the vorticity, which does not concentrate within
the core of Karman vortices any more. However, the collision between the vortices is more
pronounced in the case of Donaldson trailing edge in comparison to the oblique trailing
edge.
LDV phase-locked average measurement under lock-in condition for the oblique trailing
edges shows the passage of two vortices after the collision in the near wake corresponding
to the upper and lower vortices. A larger vortex core diameter is found for the lower
vortex, contrary to the truncated trailing edge where the upper and lower vortices have
the same core diameter. In addition, the unequal distance between the lower vortex and
two neighboring upper vortices in the near wake, introduced by the oblique truncation
of the trailing edge, is found to vanish in the far wake, where more organized shedding
is recovered, as observed with the blunt trailing edge. In the case of Donaldson trailing
edge LDV phase-locked average measurement in transverse direction shows the passage
of one vortex after the collision in the near wake. However, the passage of two vortices
corresponding to the upper and lower vortex, is found far from the trailing edge.
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Under lock-off condition and in the case of oblique and Donaldson trailing edges, the
evolution of velocity deficit and velocity fluctuation peaks shows the same results as lock-
in condition such as an asymmetric wake, reduce of deficit velocity along the wake, and
higher velocity fluctuation for lower vortex street in comparison to the truncated case.
Nearly the same wake width is found for truncated and oblique trailing edges with a slight
asymmetric thickening of the wake, downward in the case of the oblique trailing edge.
However, in the case of Donaldson trailing edge the wake width increases significantly.
Moreover, the minimum stream wise and transverse velocity fluctuation profile between
three trailing edges corresponds to the Donaldson trailing edge.
The comparison between the boundary layer velocity profiles on the suction and pres-
sure sides of Donaldson trailing edge reveals the thicker boundary layer for pressure
side. In addition, the laminar-to-turbulent transition appears on the pressure side before
the suction one. This is in contrary to the truncated trailing edge that the laminar-
to-turbulent transition location is the same for both sides of hydrofoil. Moreover, the
boundary layer velocity profiles comparison between the suction side of truncated and
Donaldson trailing edges reveals a thicker boundary layer in the case of Donaldson trail-
ing edge. It could be due to the collision between the upper and lower vortices.
The tripped transition investigation shows that the collision between the upper and
lower vortices is also observed in this case, However, the vortex core diameter is larger,
vortex strength is greater, vortex shedding is lower, and vortex-induced vibration increases
in comparison to the natural transition.
At the end, these investigations let us believe that the collision between upper and
lower vortices and the resulting vorticity redistribution is the main reason for the vibration
reduction obtained with oblique and Donaldson trailing edges. This result opens the way
for more effective hydrofoil geometry optimization for further reduction of flow induced
vibration.
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Perspectives
Hydrofoil trailing edge geometry has direct effect on the wake dynamics and flow-
induced vibration. The present study has shown that the Oblique and Donaldson trailing
edges reduce the flow-induced vibration in comparison to the truncated trailing edge.
However, there are some important issues which should be clearly studied:
Fluid-structure coupling
The maximum flow-induced vibration is found under lock-in condition where the vor-
tex shedding frequency coincidences with the hydrofoil eigen frequency and it is locked
on a range of free-stream velocity. For industrial applications, avoiding the lock-in is an
important issue. The results show that the Donaldson trailing edge offers a significant re-
duction of the vibration shape and also prevents the occurrence of the lock-in. The strong
collision between upper and lower vortices and the resulting vorticity redistribution re-
duces the vibration amplitude. As a result the velocity range under lock-in condition
becomes smaller. This explanation can be a reason that no lock-in was found. However,
further investigations can be performed on the lock-in dynamic including free-stream ve-
locity range, hysteresis effects and fluid damping to find the main effective parameters on
the lock-in condition.
Oblique and Donaldson trailing edge hydrofoil mounting on the hydraulic
machine model testing
The hydraulic turbines containing a casing with stay vanes face the potential dynamic
problem of stay vane vortex shedding. For hydraulic efficiency purposes the stay vanes
tend to be relatively slender in the direction normal to the flow thus being flexible in
this direction. As a result structural vibrations may be excited by the vortex shedding
at the trailing edge of the vanes. When the excitation frequency coincides with one of
the natural frequencies of the stay vane, resonance occurs, which potentially initiates
premature cracks. Experimental investigations on Oblique and Donaldson trailing edges
hydrofoil in the high speed cavitation tunnel shown a significant vibration reduction in
comparison to the truncated one. Oblique and Donaldson trailing edges hydrofoil could
be mounded on the hydraulic machine model testing to verify the vibration reduction
that was found in the high speed cavitation tunnel. Besides, the effect of these trailing
edge geometry on the hydrodynamic performances and efficiency of the hydraulic machine
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model testing can be investigated .
Numerical Simulation validation and trailing edge geometry optimization
Despite the mentioned experimental investigation and phenomenology behind the flow-
induced vibration using oblique and Donaldson trailing edges, the numerical computations
have still to be validated for this specific case. The trailing edge geometry can be opti-
mized using the validated numerical simulation to find the minimum flow-induced vibra-
tion without altering the hydrodynamic performances. The optimized geometry could be
tested in the High Speed cavitation Tunnel to verify the numerical simulation results and
perform further investigation.
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